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Agreement  in Principle R eached.Maelean-Hunter o Buy Sterling Chain 
McLean Hunter Ltd. has agreed in principle to 
purchase all the shares of the Sterling 
Newspaper group from Conrad Black, David 
Radler and P~ter White. This is the first entry 
by McLean Hunter into the Daily and Weekly 
• RUIVr, RT STEEL & SALVAGE L'ii'D," 
we buy 
COPPER BRASS 
ALL  METALS & BATTERIES  
MON, - SAT.  
0PEN TIL 6 p,m. 
~Lonalion Seal 0OrB Phone 624-6039 
Black andwhite photos cannot do justice in depicting 
the condition of Terrace's treets, sidewalks and back 
lanes .  
The drabness, the stench, the dangers of broken glass. 
community newspaper field. 
/ 
The propert ies include 9 dailys, 9 weeklies and 
2 twice weekly newspapers  p lus  printing 
facilities for internal and commerc ia l  purposes. 
TERRACE.KITIMAT 
a/ 
VOLUME 72 NO. 162 
All of the propert ies are in Brit ish Columbia with 
the exception of the Summers ide  Journal  
P ioneer  and 2 print ing plants located in Pr ince 
Edward  Island. 
The purchase price is for cash but the amount  
r 
20¢ ¸ 
1,500 AirCanada Pilots 
Vo _e  To Go On Strike, 
Canada's 1,500 pilots have one-ynar contract, although 
voted overwhelmingly in it would prefer to sign a 
favor of going on strike but three-yonrentractto achieve 
spokesmen for the pilots and stability in the indnstry. 
Air Canada say they are owever, Taylor saidhe woud 
Burgsss-Webb said that; 
as far as. the association is
concerned, whether pilots 
can fly first class between 
assignments is not an issue 
in the dispute, 
Burgess-Webb also said 
the airline and the pilots 
have reached agreements on
salary increases wich are 
governed by anti-inflation 
board guidelines. 
There was not much room 
not discuss the association's 
demand that the seniority 
lists of Air Canada nd Nor- 
clair he merged. 
• "We are prepared to 
discuss the relationship 
between the association and 
Nordair once we have 
Tuesday ,  August  2:!, 1978 
willing ~o resume ne- 
gotiatluns before the 3 a.m. 
EDT strike deadline 
Thursday. 
Capt~dn Norman' Fester, 
chairman of the Canadian 
Air Line Pilots Association's 
master executive council, 
said the union is open to 
future uegottatimm and that 
an offer by Air Canada 
before 7:00 p.m. Wednesday 
could avert a srike. 
Claude Taylor, president 
of the akline, said company 
otficiala are also willing to 
discuss the issues, 
" I  will sit down any time, 
was not disclosed. 
day'or night, in the neff 72 
hours to avoid a useless, 
unwarranted shutdown of 
service," said Taylor. 
Earlier ~ Monday, Taylor 
sent a' telegram to the 
asaociaUon offering to 
submit o binding arbitration 
a loug-aianding disiute over 
whether pilots should be 
permitted to fly first class to 
and from assignments. 
WILL SIGN CONTRACT 
In addition, he said the 
The newspapers  will continue to be publ ished 
by the  S ter l ing  Newspaper•  group  wi th  
headquarters  in Vancouver ,  B.C. 
More than 70 persons 
attended a social at the Old 
Cabaret to hear NDP federal 
leader Ed Broadhent. In- 
troduced by the chairman of 
the local campaign com- 
mittee; and Skeena con. 
tender, Jim Fulton, 
Broadbent's speech was 
nhert, simple and to the 
point. 
BROADBENT IN KITIMAT 
although the ousted alder- 
man was defended by fellow 
committee member Aid. 
Helmut Giesbrecht. 
"I'm not going to stand by 
and watch a member 
maligned," Giesbrecht said, 
after voicing his protest of 
Jollfffe's removal and nsking 
Mayor Dave Maroney for the 
reason for the change in 
chairmanship. 
Maroney insisted it was 
"the mayor's prerogative" 
to restructure committees, 
and repeated his reasons for 
relieving Joiliffe of his 
chairmanship. 
Jolliffe was "incapable of 
co-operating" with com- 
mittee members, Maraney 
had stated last week. and his 
answer, and Jolliffe 
challenged Maroney at one 
point by stating, "If I've 
done something wrong, say 
it." 
"Whet the hell more do 
you want me to say?" 
Maroney said, and told 
Gissbrecht he would discuss 
the matter with him 
privately. 
.Following the meeting, 
Gisbrecht was asked if he 
intended to pursue the 
matter further, but he 
replied "the matter will he 
settled in November," when 
municipal elections are held. 
Aid. Jack Taistra was 
appointed chairman of the 
planning committee. 
Terraoe ROMP Repod 
More than $5,000 worth ot 
tools and equipment were 
stolen in two separate break 
• and enter incidents Friday 
morning, starting off a busy 
weekend for Terrace RCMP. 
The break-ins occurred at 
two B.C. Hydro construction 
sites. Charges are pending 
against wo men who were 
token •" into custody. ,, No 
names were released. 
Charges are pending 
against two persons who 
were apprehended whlle 
breaking Into a private 
vehicle on Lazelle early 
Saturday morning, and 
police are still investigating 
reports of two cars which 
were broken into Saturday 
night while parked near the 
Bavarian Inn. Police 'have 
one suspect connected with 
that incident. 
A Terrace man had two 
gallon brandy kegs stolen 
from his yard on Hamer 
Street Friday evening. 
Police are still investigating. 
~Two pemous were lodged 
in cells as a result of a high. 
s~ chase through the 
downtown area Saturday 
which ended up on a prorate 
lawn after a fence was torn 
down by the vehicle. 
Charges ere pending. 
TEHRAN Reuter-  The 
death toll in Iran's 
disastrous movie theatre fire 
set by saboteurs has risen to 
430 and several suspects, 
including three mployees of
the movie house, have been 
held for questioning, 
newspapers  reported 
Monday. 
The newspaper Etelant 
reported that 53 more people 
than the 377 officially con. 
firmed had died in the blaze 
un Saturday night at the 
Cinema Rex in the south- 
western oil port of Abaden. 
It was not known whether 
, more bodies had been dug 
out of the debris or whether 
badly burned victims had 
died in hospitals, and 
government officials had no 
confirmations of the fatality 
count. 
Other newspaper reports 
said that as many as 10 
He dealt with "bas ic  
problems" such as the Cost 
of living and unemployment. 
The common man could not 
afford to own a home 
because of high mortgage 
rates. These the government 
could and should control by 
keeping bank interest rates 
to six and seven per cent. 
Business could best be 
helped by keeping domestic 
oil prices down. The lower nil 
costs ~ would enable 
manufacturers to compete in
the export market, making 
more jobs for Canadians. 
Brnedhent said the 22 pe r~ 
cent unemployment rate in 
Skeana riding was one of 
Canada's worst, although 
Nova Scotia had places with 
35 per cent unemployment, 
and Newfoundland 32 per 
cent for their whole 
province. 
The NDP party was the 
only one, he said, that had a 
_solid commitment to provide 
Kitimat-Stikine Regional District Seeks higher NDP following than it 
did "when we went into the 
• last government election". Improved Villages Relations With Indian 
The natlo~al NDP leader 
promlaedto reveala detailed Relationship between by native peoples in regional purposes and the market." processing available to 
program over the next few federal Indian reserves and government. Actual value assessments mun ic ipa l i t ies  with 
weeks for providing jobs, regional districts is one of A method of development, form the basis for cost populations up to 300,500 and 
curbing inflation and four resolutions which will operation and maintenance distribution in education, all regional districts. 
bringing about a healthy nnd he spoasored by the Kitimat. oflocafsarvicesincommou Assessment Authority and A central municipal 
exciting Canadian economy. Stikine Regional District at should also be formed, ac- municipal finance authority 
There were three next month's Union of cording to the resolution, throughout the province and computer system with 
questions from the audience, British Columbia such as water, sewer, gar- regional districts, common standard programs 
dealing with a 3~ per cent Municipalities (UBCM) hugo, street lighting, arenas, Real property courts of would enable municipalities 
rate hike in DPW homting in convention, playgrounds, and puras, revision is the topic of to compare the efficiency 
Kllimat, one on Bank in- According to the An assessment equity another resolution which andaffectivencsa of the own 
rarest rates, and one by an resolut ion,  "Nor thern  index factor will also be a weuldse~anaunualseminar management echniques, 
avowed communist who rngionaldistricta are finding Kithnat-Stikinc sponsored held for members of real processes and programs. 
said, "I believe in com- it difficult to nssimilate and resolution at the convention, property courts of revision. Kitimat-Stikine 
Members of the courts of resolutions will be among • munism, I say down with ", incorporate" these villages An assessment sales ratio 
landlords and down with /into the concept of the study including au equit: revlaion tendtohave limited hundreds which will be 
inlorest charges. The pubflc ' regional district, index factor should form., experience in property presented at the UBCM 
were invited to mingle with , The Kitimat-Stikine is part of each assessment roll assessment and apprslsat conference from Septewber 
Mr. Broadhent, his com- redommendlng that the prepared by the Assessment matters and receive 19 to 22. Resolutions are 
panion Colin Gabtemann, provincial and federal Authority, according to the minimal instruction, ac- voted on by all delegates 
and Jim Fulton over'coffee governments work out a resolution, because "the cording to the resolution, from the province and are 
and refreshments. Rapidly escalating coots either voted down or rat flied system which permits public are not presently 
Further coverage and "effective, responsible ~formed as to the was the reason given for a toheeame r commendations 
photos will appear in representat ion  and relationship between actual fourth resolution which to the provincial govern. 
,,tomorrow's HERALD. meaningful participation" values for assessment would have a system of data ment. 
that will help teachers meet 
day to day situations in the 
eiassroom. 
Sixteen outstanding B.C. 
teachers took intensive 
training in Project 
T.E.A.C.H. at U.B.C. this 
August to become teachers 
of teachers. They will now 
go on to instruct other 
teacherd as well as parents 
interested in rogram in 16 
These instructors are all .. Quentin Docherty, Fort St. 
practising teachers who John; Connie Edwards, 
have volunteered their time. Victoria; Joan Felling, Port 
Teachers are enthusiastic 
about Project T.E.A.C.H., 
saying that after taking the 
program they have fewer 
canfrontatiuns with students, 
more energy at the end of the 
day, and make bettor use of 
time and energy. As well, 
teachers report more job 
satisfaction because they 
Alberni; , Sam Fillipoff, 
Vancouver; Dale Kelly, 
Salmon Arm, Anita LaSasse, 
Vancouver; Vill MeLeod, 
Fimherley; Lynda Rodier, 
Williams Lake; Pat Somere, 
Kamloops; June Streigler, 
Williams Lake; Jack 
Tearne, Chilliwack and Don 
Wafmsey, Hope. 
Murderous Fire Total Rises 
people, including three who 
worked at the movie theatre, 
had been detained for in- 
terro~llon but this was not 
officially confirmed. 
Police and other govern. 
ment investigators launched 
a country ;wide search for 
these responsible for the fire, 
which the official Pars news 
agency on Sunday blamed on 
saboteurs. 
Abadan's police chief 
revealed that several days 
before the fire, people 
carrying explosives in a 
nearby street had been 
arrested along with 10 
teachers who hnd been in- 
stigating students to 
sabotage. 
ALREADY TENSE 
Iran- already tense after 
several days of anti- 
government rioting earlier 
this month and a string of 
attacks on theatres, 
restaurants and other public 
places - appeared numbed by 
the disaster, one of the 
world's worst fires in a place 
of entertainment. 
The authorities, opposition 
politicians, the press and a 
prominent member of the 
Shllto Islamic clergy all 
strongly condemned those 
who set the fire. 
In a message from his 
hendqusrters in the holy city 
of Qom, Ayatollah chief 
priest Shariat Madhar~ 
deplored the killing of in- 
nocent people and isald the 
clergy bore no respon- 
sihility. 
His statement condemning 
the fire as against religion 
and humanity was 
significant because of the 
official explanation for the 
disaster. 
Without explicitly saying 
so, the officials suggested 
that he communist agllatoi,s 
and conservative religious 
fanatics blamed by the Shah 
for the earlier rioting were 
also responsible for the 
theatre fire. 
Some reports said the 
saboteurs had sprinkled high 
octane gasoline ou~ide the 
locked exit doors and inside 
the movie house itself. One 
newspaper quoted the 
theatre caretaker as saying 
that he locked the doors to 
keep the troublemakers out. 
Abadan buried its dead 
Sunday and went into full 
mourning Monday. Many 
people wore black and black 
flags hung from houses and 
shops. 
Many of the bodies were 
burned byond recognition 
and authorities had been 
able to Identify only about 
200, newspapers said. 
Welcome To Terrace 
Newcomers to Terrace, 
greeted by the Terrace 
Welcome Wagon hostesses: 
Mr. and Mrs. S. Schmidt -
3733 Eby Street. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Donders. 
4651 Halliweii 
Mr. and MRS. G. Papps - 
5016 Park Avenue 
Mr. and MRs. J. Top- 
pazzlni - No. 23 - 4611 Scott. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lorenz . 
5243 Soucie Avenue. 
Mr. and Mrs. N. Baker - 
2816 Sparks. 
Mr. and Mrs. Q. Wilcox - 
4620 Scott. 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Christie - 
2903 Skeena 
Mr. and Mrs. G. Kennedy -
A4 Skeena Valley Trailer 
Park. 
...And a hearty greeting 
from the Terrace-Kitinmt 
Daily Heraldi 
the company's 20,000 
important hat it is worth workers. 
a strike would csst Air 
Canada bout ~2.5 million .a 
day, he said, adding that a 
strike lasting two weeks 
would he devasting. 
it means that, following the Meanwhile, a spokesman 
acquisition of Nordair by Air for CP Air said Monday that 
Canada, future job up- the airline's reservations 
portunities in either com- fines have been jammed 
pan]/would be available to since Sunday afternoon. 
pilots of both airlines. Mike Dukelow said ~ Air' 
would attempt to handle as 
many passengers as 
possible. However, it is the 
peak season and all 
jobs for Canadiaus. available aircraft are 
Breadhent is convinced the already in use. 
prime minister will call a "There is no way we can 
Fall Election, and that handle ai of Air Canada's 
within the next two weeks operations. We're pleading 
will be announcing for patience now and trying 
allocations of money "to buy to do what we can. The 
votes". The Gallup Poll has system is overtaxed." 
been steadily in favour of the 
NDP support across the 
land, and now shews a 4 point 
agreed to a one-year cen- 
tract within these guidelines; 
as requested by the pilots. 
He said that if the pilots 
strike, staff layoffs would 
begin within 48 hours and 
could ullmately affect half of 
bitration and considers it so 
striking for, he said. 
Roger Durguss-Wobb, an" 
association spokesman, said 
the merging ot the seniority 
lists was important because 
Foster said the association 
has reached agreement with 
the airline on all issues. 
except the merging of the 
seniority Its. 
The association refuses to 
submit the issue to at- 
acquired Nordair." to negotiate with salaries, he 
The union's demand will added. The All] limit for the 
not be eonside*od until that pilots is about 5.5 per cent. 
time, he said. Taylor said the airline has 
nails and sharp objects are carried Over into evidence photo, above, behind the Co~ near the CN tracks, a better community. 
of dis-regard for private property, such as the two, •i Civic election time will soon be rolling 'round, when Will the promises be kept? This time, next year, we •] 
stolen, abandoned $150 shunning carts in the'central , promises will be again made by candidates to work for will all know. 
"~.  . • 
I 
" " ' "  " "bee"  t I T.E.A.O.H. to,K.I.T.I.MJi.T. 
': .... | with today's cgmplex social province. " place. , 
dLak J l .~ .  ~ RUBAAat .m.~. . .  | problems that affect every While their course was ProjectT.E.A.C.H.wfllhe - -mrmy imtDOllnl , classroom in the province? intensive-X211oursaunytor offered in 16 locations this 
• w . . . . . . . . .  ~:~ :.~,~=" ~ . ~M' One answer is found in a six days- the inntructorswill $epte .m .b¢,r,: The in~tructers, , 
_ _ ....: . ,~  .... ~'~ . . ? ;~. i~. . . . .  -~ ,~..,.~ .i ,:.:., : t~que training :program "gJve~the¢ourne (or teae~rs ! and~ thelr,.,locatlonn ~:~rj~ 
uy.vonha~vmuere~ ":i .c~ai~rmansmp.~ot t~".pmn- ~ i I~ I  ~iProj~tT E A.C.H"" and '~/~Ik '~an~d~l - 'Hn~r i t i t t  ' Bav/~i~e.lmer; . . . . .  ~i 
Am. vie :OOmtre. was .ning committee, oelayeu . . . .  peodri ofi2weekswlthab0ut Pentieton', "~r  ' *~'y  . 
replaced as chmrman of the lmportsnt planmng matters. Project T.E.A.C.H. is a 3 hours' instruction and 1 Kitimat: Owen Corcoran, 
planning committee at last Giesbrecht was not professional development hour self-dlreated nractice a Prince ' Gea,'oe • ' Dan 
night's council meeting satisfied with the mayor's program, spousored by the week r DeGirolamo. "° 'Vernon; 
B.C. Teachers' Federation, " 
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THIS  ANDTHAT ,,,-. .-  
"Music makes a happy child", Dr. Suzuki Is quoted as saying..Above, ~e~e two 
Httle girls from Japan, seen making happy music onstage at me tt.t~.m, tee  
Molly Nattresa 
When Dr. Suzuki first 
started his method of. 
teaching the violin some 33. 
years ago, he believed that It 
would make children happy 
and teach them to love 
music. About 18 yemm ago ' 
he added the piano to his 
unique method of toac l~ 
and thus began to reach the 
teachers and then the 
students of Australia, 
: America and Canada. 
The method is becoming 
more and more pel~lr  and 
: Mrs. Haruko Kataoka from 
the Suzuki Institute in 
• Matsumoto, Japan, was 
recently invited to attend a 
seminar of teachers in W. 
Germany. Mrs. Kataoka 
was in Terrace last week 
with two young students to 
assist with the Suzuki school 
held at the North West 
C, mununity College under 
the auspices of the Terrace 
Talent Educators. Dr. 
Suzuki will be 80 this year 
and a very happy young at 
heart man who when asked 
his age always answers 
Thanks must go to the 
T.T.E. Murilyn Davies, Joan 
Spencer and Stuart Mc- 
Callum for bringing this fine 
workshop to Terrace, to all 
the people who helped or 
participated and to the  
Northwest Community 
College for the excellent 
space they made available. 
Terrace Chiidmindlng. 
Centre has moved yet again. 
This is their fourth move in 
about the same number of 
years and they are now in 
what is commonly called the 
"District House" below the 
swimming pool on Park Ave. 
Many less devoted groups 
would have given up by now, 
but these women, most of 
them young Mothers 
themselves, believe that the 
need exists for a space whore 
Mothers can leave their 
children for a few hours and 
know that they are safe. We 
wish them success in their 
new home. 
From the young to the old 
is a very short distance, not 
Theatre, Thursday, are making happy adults in the audience below. Photo by 
Molly Nattress. 
only in years but, with O.A.P. in the Arena building 
Councils approval, in yards was never a snacks. Too 
(or should we say meters), many other people had 
Terrace council this year not ~ccess to it which resulted in 
approved the rental of loss and damage to their 
the house to the Child-' property. 
minding Centre but a few Access in the winter was 
yards (or meters) away on very bad and. lack of ven- 
Kalum Stn~t, arranged for tiistion or air-conditioning in
the lense of a piece of land to 
the 01d Age Pen. Assn. 
This was the site of the old 
Library and the O.A.P. in- 
tend to huild a Recreation 
Hall for themselves on this 
excellent spot near the 
centre of town. Help in 
available from Government 
sources and the project 
should receive good com- 
munity support. 
The room set aside for the 
the summer rendered it 
useless. So, we shall be 
looking forward to further 
news of this project from 
Mrs. Aileen Gregg and her 
buliding committee. 
To prove that this column 
is interested in Sporting as 
well as Cultural events we 
would ask that you make an 
effort to attend a Soccer 
match next Saturday, 
August ~Sth. 
The Kitimat and District 
Mons Soccer Lesgae consists 
of seven KiUmat teams and 
one Terrace team. The' 
Terrace team is sponsored 
by Price Skeena Forest 
Products and has had a very 
successful season. 
They won the July 1st 
weekend tournament in 
Kitimat and have their final 
league game of the season 
against he unbeaten Lmo 
team on Saturday at the 
Soccer field near Skeena 
High School at 6 p.m.. Why 
not surprise them with your 
support. This past Sunday 
afternoon game in Kitinmt 
result Terrace 6 - Alean 1. 
f • 
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John Kaperburg. 
Funera l  services were held August IS, 1978 for  
John Kaperberg a t  the Christian Reformed 
Church, Sardis, B.C. John passed away August  
11,1978, in Lacombe Alberta while on vacation. 
Mr. Kaperberg  was bern in Holland on April 28, 
1914 and reside* in Ter race  from 1955-1977. On 
leaving Ter race  he took residence at 7520 Queen 
Street in Sardis and worked in Chilliwack Was a 
custodian for'School Distr ict 33. He is survived 
by his wife Klaasje, S sons, Hank of Michigan, 
John Fr .  of Abbotsford, F rank  and Har ry  of 
Pr ince Rupert,  R ichard of Sardis and 3 ~and-  
children. Pa l lbearers  were Hank Kapernerg,  
John Kaperberg,  F rank  Kaperberg, .  Har ry  
Kaperberg,  Richard Kaperberg and Henry  
Bergman.  Burial  took place at the Oddfellows 
cemetery.  Henderson Funera l  Home was In 
charge of the arrangements .  
5ur' R 
:.. ,, C B/on/e Woman- 
recognize him oowtlm he's Hewdy all - and welcome tooth-brush and.. ~:gumsy, 
~ew mm me excepuon o~ came. 
the Yellowhead Jamboree Our very own Liquid 
which has come and gone for Plumber left Rupert early 
another year, nothing much 
has been happening. Could it 
be because of all the talk 
that's running wild, and even 
more so as tt rolls alms, 
that's loft ever from the 
Jamboree that's keeping 
people so amused?? 
I realize I was there more 
inspirit (Mel) than in body, 
but from what l'm told 
everyone had fun althongh 
fun in one instance cost 
Saturday morning to come 
back to Terrace to help with 
the River Boat Days Parade 
and to lend a "helping 
shovel" along the way with 
nature- Rick, believe yon 
missed some at the end of 
my drive-wayl 
A thank you to the G.R.S. - 
B.B.C. of Terrace who 
donated approximately, 15- 
20 lhe. of candy for the 
kiddies at the parade. 
'Cobra' fromAIhany, Oregon . Congratulations to China 
a small pile of money and for  Doll of Stateside upon being 
those of you who took part in made Tomahawk Squaw No. 
thisfun??? -Maya thousand 21- welcome to our elanl 
camel fleas infest your arm: Speaking ofwhich there will 
be a Potluck supper at the l~is. 
The Garter Control- Rusty 
Spike from Didsbury, Alta 
was preaent with his usual 
array of heishtly colored 
garters and the lucky legs to 
get one of them belonged to 
Happy Cooker, Grasshopper, 
Little Mama, and Sweet 
Willy, and Tumbleweed from 
Solo, Oregon. 
As yotwe have not got hold 
of the names of all the prize 
winners but we'H try to have 
it for you in next week's 
colmnn. 
Do hope that Marmaduke 
has come in contract with his 
teeth that he some-how 
parted company with at the 
Jamboree - speaking of 
which- ali's well in the 'land 
of the mouth' at this end 
when another young chap, 
namely Toolle, took it upon 
himself to part company 
with his teeth for three days 
too until the "finder" 
presented them tohim inthe 
Legion one night in all this 
shining pearl ike glory stop 
a cucumber which was gayly 
decorated with bright rib- 
bons and streamers. 
Needless to say Toulie was 
found to he sitting at the end 
of the bar with a waiting 
Geroulmo's and File's 20 on 
September 2rid at 7 p.m. 
It's eke B.Y.O.B. ff you so 
desire and this is for all the 
Tomahawk Tribe members. 
Please call ahead to verify if 
you're going to be able to 
make I t  This is not just a 
supper being held but also 
for the business end of it that 
• pertains to the Tomahawk 
Tribe's second Annual 
Dance that's Coming up 
shortly, the tickets for the 
dance will he out shortly and 
the Raffle tickets are 
already out for sale on the 
C.B. radio and colored T.V. 
There will.-also be a 
childrens' raffle so, parents, 
buy your kids' tickets. 
Their prize is worth bet- 
weon ~,~5. and ~0 and word is 
that it'll be on full display at 
the dance but yon wont 
know what it is - something 
like seeing is believing, or 
believing is seeing?? Flyers 
are already out on the 
Tomahawk Tribe's Second 
Annual Dance on October 
7th, 1978 with music being 
supplied by "The Prowlers" 
so plan on inking in this one. 
Tickets and the raffle tickets 
can be gotten off any of the 
I 
TUNE-UP 
Sept. 1st • Sept :~d 
$2S" l 7" S4S" 
4 cyhnde, 
k #' Replace Spark Plugs 
with new Aulohte p:ugS 
nltion pOIMS 
denser. Rofor 
wdh now Molocc~|fl I~lflS 
k~ Adlust l ,m~, ced~fMor e~J I~11| 
k ,w Check ()lstr,l~t~ clip, cooling 
system hoses 
spare ~ w,res, cod, PCV 
Valve 
elf fflle, end 0lSOlme fl~er 
Includes IQh! tracks and ,reports 
Speoel pnce on cam w~h electronlctgn*t*on 
anti Econohnes 
Pads end lebou, ,ncluOed 
A - F 4~rkf~Dnll p i l l ,  o~ ~41 ~v1£4 wdl N q~l lH  ~qrlov, 
6 cyhnder 6 cyhnder 
Expires Sept. 22rd 
Tribe's members and .H you "e~xtefid~t'o Fill onher birth-:, i Grassh*per:.left .us.for a 
can't find one, then come on day tnday. Lookin 'goot',, for ~;short s a'y 'in Vancouver and 
down to my work 20 and I'll 21. Snap-On Got left behind and 
sell you 20. Again, congratulations go is erying the blues. Oh wel!! 
Proceeds from this dance out to Blinky and Black Weft He's still got his snop-on 
extensions to sell. Any 
visitors here from Ontario 
that knows xm43.007 (John's 
the nameand the handles the 
will go to the Mills Memurini 
Hospital Chllden's Ward for 
much needed equipment. A 
welcome hack on the air to 
Grizzly Bear (formally 
Rockcrushor) who mons. ok. 
17 and a big Howdy to a new 
C.B.er Drain Pipe. 
To Tennessee Toad 
Beware of those big Ow-ey 
birds - necks are scarce as 
Oddball can attest o. 
Another race in the 
making? According to 
Hovercraft i 's a Rat Race - 
note Rat not Raft - so bring 
your own Rat and join up. 
Winners prizes consist of a 
1st and 2rid (a mouse and a 
cat). 
,Congratulations toFifl and 
Geronimo n the occasion of 
the i r  25th wedding an- 
niversary on August 20th. 
Birthde.~ reetin~ are also 
on their recent ongagement. 
A note for all those who 
monitor Ch. 17 full time - so 
that a roster may be made 
x~ Pleasa put your name, 
No.'s handle, phone and 
A.D. dewnand forward same 
to Hovercraft 4635 Lazelle 
Ave. Terrace - also please 
state ff you'd like this list 
made public or not (re: this 
column). 
A copy of this list will also 
be mailed out to each name 
on the list. To L.P. - Con- 
rue'sun say to you- 'Look for 
Irulh first - then decide - too 
bad - illusion all bloke up! 
Cluck Cluckl' 
Good news for the 4-Way 
Flashers - our own QSL 
cards are being ordered now 
by Golden Horse and They 
are collectors' items so get 
your orders in. 
same) pass a 'Howdy' tohim 
from Hovercraft. ' 
Our best wishes go with 
Uncle Sam who left last nito 
for a week or two stay at the 
G.F. Strong Hospital where 
he will be under going more 
tests. Just bring the cane 
back, Hen and keep up the 
ole spiritl We'll be thinking 
of you. 
Found - One Roaster Lid 
'left over from little Mama's 
Jam Tarts Dance - contact 
Dino. oh, am I so - o-o 
sorry.! I 
Anyone tell me why 
Geronimo and Fife are 
looking for aluminum 
siding? Speaking of 
Geronimo - who else didn't 
"Baby Blue" "Rain-O" "Crazy  Talk" 
"Arms of Mary" "Fly at Night" "Something.Better" 
"Lonesome Mary" "Come on Over" 
"Something I Like About That" "California Gir l"  
With Special Guests: 
WEA Recording Artists 
STllEETHEART 
Saturday, August26th 9pm 
at the Te aoo Oivio Arena 
Tiokets 
$1.klvanoe $8-1)ay of Show 
TICKETS AT KELLY'S - TERRACE 
& JEANg NORTH - KITIMAT 
so clean shaven? 
• Congratulations go to Bad 
Company who passed the 
C.B. school and now knows 
that in order to get out on the 
radio he has to put the power 
mike in the "on" position, 
not leave it in the off position 
and then chide the other 
operators for having peanut 
butter-in their ears - see 
truckers don't know 
everythingl 
O.K. folks, time I went 10-7 
for another week so to all of 
you, have yourselves the 
best weck ever and take care 
and we'll leave you with 
some exciting news worthy 
of mention. (No, I am not 
getting lost) - Winter's 
Comingt 
3's for now. 
I 
]k'  .lat a 
apnce , * 
See forymne]fat 
TERRACE HONDA SALES. 
4912 Hwy. 16 Terrace, B.C. VIIG. 11.11 
4384171 Dealer Licorice 02044A 
i HOND~Pk Test drive a Honda today. 
Sales dow ?] ur 
1] 
h~"a', call o- °w-~Ped w 
se~tmlve-Y°~, ur adver,-. . ruth Over, 
Wi l l  - " "  l 'h .~  ** "81 , . .  r " '  
_ soar  Wh c Z~[e~p.qlj o ePre .  
adveJ,iz_, ~e l l  oh .  "~( /  • Sa s 
~.. progra m .Plans a new 
i R4n... ,or yo.. 
Oali C/lOrllQt 
Phone 636-6367 
and ask for Kieth 
Lakelse Lake 
Prov ci  Park 
District Supt. 
Kathy Crack 
Park Naturalist 
Welcome to Lakelse Lake Provincial Park. The 
Park is sepa_rated into two portions - Furlong Bay 
campground and Lakelse Lake picnic site. We hope 
you enjoy your stay and particil~..te in ~e activities 
provided for your interest anu enjoyment. ~um ean 
be found throughout he park during the day and 
evening. Please ask us if you have any questions. 
~ , ,~.~.  - Blackwator Trai l -Discover nature on the 
trnil with the Naturalist. Meet at the bulletin board at 
Lakelse Lake picnic site. 1~ hours. 
1:00 p.m. - Park Rover - The Naturalist turns in her 
feet for a set of wheels. Watch for her marked vehicle 
and stop to talk. 
7:30 p.m. - Stories of the Stars - LEarn how the 
constellations got their names. Meet around the fire 
at campsite No.71 for an hour's conversation. 
Fr iday 
10:00 a.m. - Mud Slide! - In 1962 a large slide 
destroyed a new park .camp_ground..Me.or at the 
bulletin board in the Laxeme LaKe picme sire co see 
how the area is recovering. 1hour walk. 
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. - Questions? - MEET THE 
Naturalist for tea and examine the nature exhibits. 
Come to the residence located oppnste campground 
loop 21-82. 
?:39 p.m. - The Spring is King - What fish is this? 
Want to know where to fish? Copies ef the fishing 
regulations will be available. Meet at  campsite No. 71 
for an enjoyable hour of fishing stories. 
Saturday " S-awnin- Stream We follow u iast 10:00 a.m. - p s " P . 
.night's talk with a car tour to a salmon stream. Brmg 
your vehicle to the turn-around located at the entrance 
to Furlong Ba~/ campground, l~h hours. 
7:30 p.m. - Delights and Disasters - Know your 
berr ies!  Which are edible? Find out at this evening's 
talk at campsite No.71. One hour, followed by a short 
event at  9 p.m. 
9.:00 p.m. - Night Discoveries - Some nights a short 
walk, others a trip by car  to a beaver pond. Bring your 
vehicle and meet at the bulletin board in the Furlong 
Bay beach-area parking lot. 
Sunday 
10:00 a.m. - ~eanza  Creek Provincial Park ' Bring 
your vehiclv and .hiking boots for.a, ~ ip  ..to this 
delightful park east of Terrace. _~ee~ m me tur- 
naround at the entrance to ~r long  uay campgrouna. 
Several hours. 
2:00 p,m. - 4:00 p.m. - Kids Jamboree - Hey Kids! 
Meet at  the residence (across from campground loop 
No. 21-82) for a var iety of nature games. 
7:30 p.m. - Tall Timber - This campfire talk will be 
about the tress of Lakeise Lake Provincial Park and 
how to age them. Meet at campsite No. 71 for a 
sociable hour. 
N 
i: ~i/4. L .-..A 
• {/ii::~i:i i-~,!~,i,il/~ 
,}~ . . '  ."~z'-, ~ ' " :  ..Lr • ". .. ..-,.~.~.~.~ , . ] L" " . . . .  /:~,'~.~ '~: ~ ~",' : " ;' ' : "  
I 
h 
The surgi-lift, above, allows the patient o be moved frame and saves a lot of bumping on the patient. 
about with ease. The surgi-Wt Is wound up, placed 
over a bed, and then wound down. I t  f its over the bed (For more pictures on Mills Memorial Hospital, see page 8} 
I 
BCR 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. 
(CP) -  A wildcat strike by 
British Colmnbia Railway 
workers here Sunday spread 
today to mass walkouts in 
North Vancouver, Quesnel, 
Fort St, James and Chet- 
wynd in central B.C. 
A union spokesman said 
1,000 union members were 
off the job, while another 
2,000 employees were af- 
fected by walkout. 
"Everything has been shut 
Monday 
I0:00 a.m. - Tall Timber - See the differences bet- 
ween a new forest and a mature'forest on this easy 
ramble. Meet at the sani-station near the gatehouse in
Fu~7. ]nnu  R~v camnm'ound IV~ hour. VICTORIA (CP)- Health 
"~. .~,  ~%~,~, , r~,~ ' i  '~o~n,~i~'of c nversation Midis'¢er BOb ~ McCleland 
is open this eyenlng. Some n lghtswe,  mscuss O .a : :.:~.~,;,~ :~r. ,~o Vo,~,,,~, 
other nights you can ask the questions. Meet at ~'..~'..".% ~.~:~,~',"'~'~T~f,, 
campsite No. 71 for 1 hour. • ' sch '~ed for~e'~emb'~'~  p 
9:00 p.m. - Night Prowlers - L~come a prowler 
yourself. We leave from campsite No. 71, so come to 
• .e  talk too! 
Billions for Death 
and Fort Nelson," the Railway Carmen, theUnited 
spokesman said. Transportat ion Union, 
Workers from seven Teamsters Local 31 and the 
unions walked off the job train dispatchers' union. 
Sunday afternoon because of In Vancouver on Saturday, . 
disatisfaction with efforts to the unions' joint council an- 
reach a new contract, nounced a formal strike vote 
The i~nions involved are would begin this week 
the Canadian Union of because management is not 
Transportation Employees, interested in negotiating 
Local 1, and Local 6, the seriously. 
WANTS MEETING Vanc General However, the company said ina n ws release today 
• that it has repeatedly asked 
the joint council for a meeting off ~. . .A  mediator has been appointed in the dis- 
puts. 
WASHINGTON (AP) -  maintenance and other 
The Pentagon announced supportfor Saudi Arabia and 
Monday almnst $1.2 billionin $350 million in a variety of 
proposed military sales to ship missiles and other 
Saudi Arabia and lran, weapons for Iran brings the 
total amount so far this year 
to about $9.8 billion. Pen- 
tagon officials said formal 
acceptances sofar total $6.2 
billion. 
The administration has 
sent Congress proposed 
"letters of offer" totalling 
over $3.6 billion for eight 
countries ince Aug. 9.. In 
addition to Iran and Saudi 
Arabia, they include Taiwan, 
Israel, South Korea, Spain,. 
Thailand and Pakistan. 
The minister said 'public 
admin is t ra tor  Peter  
Bazowski will carry out all 
business that would be 
conducted at the public 
meeting. 
The provincial govern- 
ment took over operation of 
this dispute ridden hospital 
August 11, dismissing the 
board of trustees and ap- 
pointing Bazowski as public 
administrator. 
raising this year's total over 
thenearly I~'.6 billion ceiling 
set by President Carter for 
non-allied countries. 
U.S. detence officials aid 
some of the new sales may 
not be accepted formally by 
the countries before the end 
this 1976 fiscal year Sept. 
30. Any such sales not ac- 
cepted by then will count 
later and will not be part of 
the 1978 total. 
The $800 million in naval 
ROMP report 
The hospital has been 
plagued in recent mouths 
with the resignation ofsenior 
nursing staff over what why 
say is in adequate patient 
care and a lack of faith in 
hospital president Larry 
Truitt. 
JOB TAKEN AWAY 
"The provisions of the 
Hospital Act, under which 
Mr. Bazowski was. ap- 
pointed, assign all the func- 
tions of the beard of trustees 
and the members of the 
society to the ad- 
 wi]dcat strike in PG 
, p" ~ metal trades d'visio of among railway workers. 
they !i soon stop working m Plumbers and Pipefitters He said union members 
Mackenzie, Fort St. John Union, the Broterhood of are also angry at non-union 
memhers getting benefits 
the railway did not offer to 
union workers. ' 
Council chairman Norm 
Farley said another eason 
for the wildcat strike was 
union disatIsfaction with the 
procedure it must take to 
have a strike vote. 
He said that under new 
provincial legislation, all 
members must vote on a 
strike call, but because there 
are a lot of transient workers 
on the railway, it's only 
possible for 80 to 85 per tent 
of the railway workers to 
vote. 
"We can't endorse that 
said in a news release. A union official in Prince action {the wildcat) but 
"There fore ,  the .annual  Gearge.saidSunday that the we're sympathetic to .their 
meeting.cannot takeplacein ..main:issue is wage parity . actions," hesaid.' ; .  
the normal manner." 
The minister said the B C B r i e f s  
anticipated confrontation • • 
between pro and anti 
abortion factions and 
possibly others, had 
"created an atmnsphere of
anxiety around the hospital 
that was making it difficult 
for staff members to con- 
centrate xclusively on the 
urgent need to bring the 
severe internal problems to 
a speedy solution." 
"It's no secret that the 
matter of the annual meeting 
has been a concern. I firmly 
believe that we must not 
allow a philosophical bat- 
tiefie.ld to develop at the 
expense . of the stable 
mafmgement of our public 
hospitals." 
" I  sincerely hope that 
opposing roups which have 
been choosing sides on VGH 
membership will, as a result 
of recent actions that have 
been taken, understand what 
is at stake and find ways less 
disruptive to the community 
New Denver, B.C. (CP) --  
Tiie body of a 2~-year-old 
mentally handicapped man 
who went missing July 27 
with an eight-year-old boy 
near this Kootenay com. 
munitv has been found. 
RCMP said Monday that 
Christopher Wells's body 
was found Friday in heavy 
bush by a tourist. 
Tile body o~ t'eter ural, 
also of New Denver, was 
found about a week after the 
two went missing in a creek 
near the community. An 
autopsy showed the boa had 
drowned. Pliee said foul play 
was not suspected. 
DELTA, B.C. (CP) --  Four 
young people died in a train. 
car collision at a level 
crossing Sunday night in this 
community south of Van- 
tanrer. 
The were identified by 
Pomerleau, 33, was arrested 
Friday after a phone number 
obtained by police in Canada 
was traced to a Fort 
Lauderdale residence. It is 
not known if Pomerlnsu will 
be brought directly here, 
Pomerlesu is also wanted 
by Quebec provincial police 
in connection with a $1.5 
million extortion.robber) 
Feb. 17.. 
Voorn was shot four times 
in the head and Chest Dec. 9 
in tlie alley behind a 10- 
storey apartment building. 
Earlier Vnern had waived 
the right to a preliminary 
hearing after he and another 
man were charged with 
conspiring to steal art works 
from the Dominion Art 
Gallery in Montreal. 
Montreal police said Voorn 
had agreed to be the Crown's 
chief..witness at an im- 
pending trial in return for 
having the charges dropped. 
ministrator," McClelland to advance their position." police as Gerald Kline, 20, 
his brother Allan, 17, and 
• Valeri Botchar, 21, all of VANCOUVER(CP)--The Abortion battle Riebmond, B.C., and Danie' yacht J, E, Bernier l l took 
Thorne, 22, of Prince shelter from an Arctic storm to Lions George, B.C. jsunday as she headed here 
m o v e s  Police said it took more after conquering the Nor- 
than an hour and a half to thweet Passage. 
VANCOUVER (CP) Monday an anticipated remove the bodies from the • "We are in the St. Lawrence Islands, 40 miles 
A Graham Avenue *' A motor vehicle accident 
.~eside~t had two turkeys at the corner of Kalum and 
stolen from his property Keith resulted in a.Terrace 
$aturdayalght, The turkeys man being charged with 
had not yet been butchered, impaired riving. Damage 
according to Terrace police, to both vehicles was 
who are still investigating minimal. 
the incident. Two other men, a Van- 
Two juveniles were ap-couver  resident and a 
Irehended .Saturday while Terrace man, were charged 
they tried to vandalize a pop with impaired driving 
machine in a local laun- Sunday as a result of 
dromat. Charges are pen- roadside checks. 
.(ling. 
South African 
president dies 
CAPE TOWN (AP) - -  
P res ident  Nico laas  
Diederieba of South Africa 
died Monday after suffering 
5is second heart attack in 
eight days. He was ?4. 
He had held the largely 
ceremonial office since his 
election by parliament in 
i975, He is suceeedei by 
Senate President Marais 
Viljeen, who was sworn in as 
acting president Aug. 14. 
Diederichs had been in the 
intensive care unit of a Cape 
Town hospital since suf- 
fering the first heart attack 
Aug. 13. He was said to be in 
precarious condition after 
the second attack Sunday. 
F. ~ . ~q l J  ~ .~ ~ . _ . -~" - "~ ' / . :~  ~;T -~ '~-~.o~'~xc. fl 
The Egyptian sphinx, with the body of a lion and the 
head of a man (sometimes the ruler), symbolized royal 
majesty. When the Greeks used the symbol, they gave 
i t  the body of a lioness and the head of a woman. 
Health Minister Bob Me: 
Clelland has cancelled the 
annual general meeting of 
the Cancouver General 
Hospital (VGH) Society, but 
the expected battle ocor 
abortions will likely move to 
Lions Gate Hospital in North 
Vancouver. 
Four new trustees are due 
to be elected at a meeting at 
Lions Gate Sept. 20. Last 
year's hospital society 
membership of 316 is 
reported to have quadrupled 
as pro-and anti-abortionists 
sign up suiporters. 
Meanwhile another senior 
nurse, surgical supervisor 
Barb Bradley, has resigned 
• from VGH over 
dissatisfaction with ad- 
ministration of the hospital. 
The administration has 
been taken over by former 
RCMP deputy-commissioner 
Peter Bazowski, appointed 
by McCiella'nd to carry out 
all the functions of the board 
of trustees and hospital 
president Larry Truitt. 
jbradley is the 15th senior 
nurse to resign over a 
dispute with the hosiital 
administration, Another 
nurse withdrew her 
resignation Thursday. Can- 
celling the VGH society 
.~ meeting, scheduled for Sept. 
27, MKCCIelIand said 
confrontation there between 
pro-and anti-abortion far- 
tions and other groups had 
created an atmosphere of 
anxiety around the hmpita .d. 
He said this was making it 
difficult for staff members to 
concentrate on bringing the 
severe internal problems to 
an end. 
ASSIGNS FUNCTIONI$ 
The minister said 
provisions of the Hospital 
Act, used to appoint 
Bazowski, assigns all the 
functions of the board of 
trustees and members of the 
society to the administrator. 
"Therefore, the annual 
meeting cannot take place in 
the normal manner," Mc- 
Clelland said. 
"It's no secret that the 
matter of the annual meeting 
has been a concern. I firmly 
believe that we must not 
allow a philosophical bat- 
tlefteld to develop at the 
expense of the stable 
management of our public 
hospitals." 
At Lions Rate, beard 
member Don Bell. mayor of 
North Vancouver district, 
said Sunday he is aorried the 
quadrupling of membership 
in the North and West 
Vancouver Hospital Society 
Is for the wrong reasons. 
wreckage. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
Vancouver police detective 
is in Fort Lauderdale, Fh., 
to bring back a man wanted 
in connection with the 
slaying of Ferdinand Maria 
Vonrn" 29, in the city's West 
End last December. 
Fort Lauderdale police 
said Monday that Paul 
from the. coast of Siberia," 
said Capt. Real Bouvier in a 
radio conversation. "It's the 
first bad weather we've had 
in 1,600 miles." 
He said he expects to land 
here Oct. 15, ending a trip 
from Montreal that has 
taken three summers. 
"Everything has been 
going very well so far. 
Allthe 
HONDAS 
arehere. 
H,,nda t ,, IL "edan 
Test drive a Honda todd; at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwy. 16 
Terrace, B.C. VeG IL8 
638-8171 
HONDA Dearer Licence Number 02066A 
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Editorial 
Few Canadians will deny the Commonwealth 
Games, just ended at Edmonton, have been 
anything less than spectacular and successful. 
First, the fact - an astounding fact in this time 
of inflationary costs and rising prices - that the 
facilities for holding the games, and everything 
to do with them, were not only completed on 
time, but also were carried out well within the 
sum of money allocated for them. 
(Comparing this to the Montreal Olympics, a 
United States reporter has said; is like com- 
paring Heaven to Hell) 
Second, that good will has been generated 
among all the 40 Commonwealth countries and 
Appraising the Games 
their athletes taking part. There has been an 
unusual absence of bitterness, name calling, 
accusations, cancellations and pettyness that 
one had almost come to expect as a part of every 
major sports event. Tens of thousands of 
friendships have been made - many that will last 
for years: The Games have probably done more 
to unite Canadians, from coast to coast than any 
mnlti-million dollar "study". our government has 
carried out. Many of the athletes and overseas 
visitors who came to watch them have indicated 
their intention to return for Ionger visits to see 
more of Canada and renew acquaintances. 
Third - Canada's surprisingly good showing at 
the events, themselves..Capturing the major 
-number of gold medals and total awards has put 
Canada in the forefront of one quarter of the 
world's area from which the Competitors came - 
as a top athletic ountry. No longer do Cianadians 
have to have that feeling of guilt and being 
second best to the average 60 year old Swede! 
If there is praise to be handed out/it should go 
to our splendid young Canadians who took part in 
the Games, and practiced and trained so long 
and so hard in preparation for the Games. 
Let us, "in our praise, dare to thrust mud- 
slinging of political rivalry aside for just one 
time. 
Let us be honest in our praise for our MP from 
Skeena and Minister for Amateur Sport - Iona 
Campagnolo. 
When Iona took over that obscure portfolio a 
scant few years ago, Canada's reputation in 
physical fitness and sport was at rock bottom. 
For the first time since World War II, 
Canada's reputation for top notch athletes (as 
Well as hospitality and showmanship) shines 
brightly and clearly, second to none among the 
• 40 countries. And much of this, we can honestly 
say, can be attributed to the foresight-and 
planning and diplomacy of Iona Campagnolo. 
Dear Sir; 
The role of "Editor" of a 
small town newspaper must 
be much more excruciating 
than that of editor in a larger 
center. As one who regularly 
reads the paper from page 
one to the last page, except 
the sports page~, it becomes 
quite apparent that the 
apathy that is so prevalent In 
our society today quite 
probably is felt most 
noticeably by you. It has 
been a constant request that 
news of any and all nature be 
written down and presented 
for possible publication, all 
with very little resposse. 
Yet when one converses 
with many of the populace, 
one feels that there is con- 
siderable unrest with the 
"status quo". Your editorial 
of today (Fri. Aug. 18, 78) 
has triggered another of my 
"missives". Over a period of 
time, I have come to believe 
that you are very much a 
socialist. I do not mean this 
in a derogatory way. in any 
event, you must realize that 
the intent of said editorial is 
all wrong. Why should the 
District Municipality have to 
employ persons to "provide 
a systemaUc and adequate 
cloning of Terrace's 
sidewalks, st/sets, pariWng 
and vacant lots." 
It is you, me, my kids and 
all of us in OUR city who 
shoulli~'/l~'~ ~'ddiffg~: '~thls, 
BEFORE IT EVEN HAP- 
PENS. It is.the adults who 
drop their cigarette butts, 
paper, etc.; youths and their 
beer bottles, package 
wrappers etc. out of their ear 
windows. Kids on their bikes 
or walking down the street 
discarding their pop bottles, 
chicken boxes and such like, 
that create mo~t of this 
refuse. In the past lhere have 
been concerted effbrta on the 
part of the service 6.1ubs, city 
stsff and others in the way of 
clean.up sprees. Yet many of 
these same people quite 
often are the worst of- 
fenders. 
The "Ottawa Offbeat" 
column of the same edition 
quoted above is quite critical 
of the Feds "feather- 
bedding" and hypocrisy 
when speaking of fiscal and 
departmental cuts while the 
huge organism eontinuas to 
grow at a faster rate than 
any other sector. Most 
readers, when rending it will 
agree. Yet the very same 
people are very outspoken of 
haw long it takes to get 
answers from the Gov't. and" 
that "with all this unem. 
ployment, you'd think that 
they could hire a few mote so 
that we wouldn't have to wait 
for so long." 
Need I point out that by far 
the most common of these 
complainers are waiting for 
answers or information to 
questions that people in days 
gone by would have 
researched and obtained 
themselves. How many of 
these citizens that are so 
fright. 
Of "Politics and People" 
of that same Issue, 
Public",. I wonder by,ff''J~ 
really is serious with the 
question asked in the tenth 
paragraph? The British 
Comet jetiiner wan the 
worlds first. Only 13 days 
late Canada's Avro Aircraft 
was test flying theirs. It was 
later only because they had 
placed the orders for the 
engines with Rolls-Rnyce 
who left them hang for so 
long that the (Avro) had to 
re-deaign the a i rcraf t  
eventually for other engines. 
Records prove that the Avro 
JetLiner Was a far superior 
aircraft and would be todays 
DC3 if T.C.A. and others had 
not sold them down the 
drain. The Department of 
Natisnal Defense is in the 
process of placing fu~'ther 
multi-billion dollar orders 
for advanced jet aircraft to 
re-equip our air force. On 
"Blank Friday" in June 
twenty years ago, the 
"irate" have EVER taken Comervative government in
part in ANY fom of political the personage of John 
action, such as attending an 
all candidates f?rum, or took greatest working team of 
the effort to study per- 
sonalities of those seeking 
election to the extent that 
they could vote with any 
intelligence? Many electors 
that take the time to vote 
don't even have the foggiest 
idea of just what they are 
~ing. It is a habit, nay, even 
a ritual that is being gone 
through just so that they 
may say that they voted 
therofore have the right to 
criticize. Were they to be 
asked how their candidate or 
their candidate's party 
reacted to certain issues, 
most couldn't tell you. It 
would surprise me if there. 
was even ten percent that 
had ever taken the time to 
consider if who they were 
voting for was the better 
person, rather than just ~ 
blind party allegiance or 
Diefeghaker sold the 
free enterprise down the 
drain when he cancelled the 
Arrow (CFI05). To this day 
there is net an aircraft made 
that performs as well as it 
did, and it is now twenty 
years later. All this to buy 
some American junk called 
the Bonmrc. ,. ,- 
Canadian Railroad 
Engineers have and are 
being employed all over the 
world to design railroads. 
One of the greatest feats of 
all time was the construction 
of the C.P.R. Sure, half of 
our most valuable land was 
given to them, 10ut hey got 
the job done. British 
Columbian enginsers right 
new are being employed in 
Tehran and Iran in the 
construction of pulp mills. 
Others are designing 
aluminum smelters in 
several foreign countries. 
We have the knowledge, we 
have the FEW ad- 
venturesome people. But 
what we have more than any 
other .nationality is the 
willingness to "Let Jack do 
i t " .  • 
Come on Canadal Come on 
Terracel Show that you hove 
some guts. Where is the free 
thinking, independence and 
determination that opened 
this country. If we all got 
even a little bit together, we 
wouldn't have to walk a 
block a day, our par- 
flcipaliou would keep us in 
shape. 
Well Mr. Editor, you are a 
very busy man. Time and 
fortune is such that only a 
small of the many stories 
that you hear. can be 
remembered. I should 
imagine that very few will 
take the time to sit and write 
them down so that you could 
have the opportunity to 
peruse them, time per- 
mitring. As always, when the ' 
mercury gets just so high, I 
must commit a few of my 
thoughts to paper. It wasn't 
my intention to write this for 
publication, rather to let you 
know that you are being 
read. Although not always 
agreeing with you, you may 
rest assured that it does 
provoke thought. 
~. . . . .  Sincerely; 
Ron Gowe~t." 
# 
0 ' 
0 
"In.the good old days we didn't have any of this nostalgia nonsense,.!" ...
Letters te Editor: 
Editor: mispronunciation and join the efforts to revise the women (i) ti as in station ternational anguages as 
Our present socially an- retards learning, current  convent ional  (sh) Put them all together Esperanto - the "perfect 
ceptable spelling is un- The 40 sounds in English spelling with sound spelling, and you get "fish"... internationallanguage" that 
teachable, mind-stunting, have more than 500 differnt Mr. K. Tillema But now that we've ~en is proponents were con- 
handicapping anddeceiving, spellings. Each vowel sound Box 823 "suckered" into learning vinced would sweep the 
It stifles common-sense, has an average of 18 di f -  Chatham Ont., Canada English. let's quit carping world a few decades ago. 
blocks reading, represses ferent spellings. English about it. A change, now, - by 
spelling is l i te racy ,  p romotes  malignant EDITORS NOTE: • these of us who find even 
delinquency, and squanders lawless, erratic, real- A celebrated example of metric hard to swallow, 
energy. It impedes typing, evelved, pseudo historical, this is the word "photi". would fin dus in the same 
obstructs alfabetic voice antiquated and. time. Pronounced "fish". How? beat as those who have risen 
printing, causes wasting. You are invited to Ph - as in phototf), o as in to the bait of such in- 
Sister Mary and Sister Jo- /1 True Story ThatNo One Will Believe 
This story can be safely told now, since all the 
principals are dead, and I am a long way off 
from the village in which it occurred. 
Father Murphy and I were discussing the 
change in modern morality that had taken place 
over the last couple of decades, and how the 
breakdowns in marriage and increase in 
divorces were growing at an alarming rate. 
"But I don't ,think all the change is for the 
worse" said Father Murphy. Let me give you an 
example of what I mean. 
I had two schoolteachers in my parish. 
Teaching Sisters - Sister Mary and Sister Jo - 
that's what they were called, anyway. They were 
good teachers. Mary had the lower grades and Jo 
the older kids. 
Before joining the sisterhood, Mary had had a 
really heartbreaking home life. Her father had 
been a drunk, and used to beat her mother, and, 
after her mother died, took his hatred and other 
feelings out upon her. Teaching, and living at the 
Residence - was Heaven, after her life at home - 
and she put all she had into it. 
The children loved her - and she loved them, 
I ,  , ,  , ,  , ,  they were all her children, her angels she 
used to cat] them. 
She interested herself not only in their 
schoolwork, but also in their home life - because 
of her experience. She could tell, in an instant, 
when any child was having a hard time at home. 
She would visit the parents and do what she could 
to protect these who needed protection. And 
when she could do nothing more, she woUld pray, 
and come to me at confession to ask forgiveness 
for not doing more. 
Sister Jo was as different from Sister Mary as 
any two women could be. She, too, had known 
poverty and harship and hunger at home, but it 
had been an exercise of the Spirit, as she called 
it, and had only served to make her stronger. She 
was a match for any man -yet she was as gentle 
and as kind and understanding as the Holy 
Mother herself must have been with our Saviour, 
with the kids in her classroom. And, in a dif- 
ferent way, her kids loved her, too - and they took 
on some of the strength she showed herself, 
Father Murphy mused. 
The two sisters - so different in character, one - 
soft and dreamy and the other tough and about the wealthiest man in the town. 
resilient. The one, like a well-mended garment, He told me to get in his car he had something 
the other like a ship's sail full-blowing in the very urgent to show me. I did, and he drove out 
breeze - Mary, with a repertoire of stories, into the country and kept driving a long time 
poems, and great with puppets and drama while until he stopped, turned the car around and 
Jo could drill the stupidest dullard into reading drove hack to town and to his big house. He was 
and arithmetic and spelling and practical things.,, very upset and very mysterious and didn't say 
The little ones would bring their joys and more than a dozen words until we were in his 
sorrows to Sister Mary and she would hug them office at his house.' 
and kiss them and mend their broken hearts and 
patch up their hurts. But they would bring their 
problems to Sister Jo, and she would go mar. 
ching out like a battleship in full armour to 
straighten them out. And straighten them out she 
would. 
Then there came that awful day, when the 
He went over to his wall safe, and pulled out a 
letter. He said "Here, read this." 
It was a letter from Sister Jo to Sister Mary. 
I read• it and said nothing. 
"Well, said the chairman what about it? What 
are we going to do? You're going to have to have 
them dug up and moved elsewhere. You can't 
school caught fire when the gas furnace ex- have them buried in our Church cemetery, you 
ploded. All the children got safely out, and Sister know that, don't you?" 
Mary went down into the basement to save the 
kids lunchpafls and clothing from the lunchroom Sister Mary? I asked? 
- which was next to the furnace. She must have 
fainted, for she didn't come out, so Sister Jo went 
in after her, and got her out, just as the fire 
department arrived, - but it was too late for both 
of them, Sister Jo collapsed at the front door of 
the School - and never regained consciousness. 
Sister Mary was already dead, from smoke 
fumes, I think. Ah, it was a terribly sad day that 
WaS,  
We did our best to keep things as quiet as 
possible. There was no local newspaper, and no 
radio station. It was a quiet funeral service, as I 
remember it well, and the Angels of Heaven 
must have been shedding their tears too, it 
seemed, for it rained a soft warm rain that day, 
and no one seemed to notice it or mind the wet. 
I had just finished the committal at the 
cemetery by the church, and the grave had been 
f'dled in, and the wildflowers the children had 
made into wreaths had been arranged to cover 
the entire surface of the two graves, side by side 
There was no tombstone - just two 'wooden 
crosses with their names. 
I was walking back to the Church, doing a lot of 
thinking- wondering how we would ever get two 
such good women teachers to ever replace them, 
when he came up, driving his new car. 
It was the chairman of the school board - and 
You mean, because Sister Jo was in love w!th 
"I mean, because they were ... he coughed 
then spat the word out, like venom 
Lesbians! " ,  
Now, hold on a minute, Mr, Chairman, I said to 
him. 
But he was adamant .  "You' l l  have to get  ail 
order  r ight away,  to have the coffins exhumed 
and buried elsewhere. Our cemetery  is con- 
seerated ground. "  
Clear ing my threat, and looking at him 
stra ight  in the eye, I said to him; 
"And where, then, shall we bury your body 
when you die? 
"What  do you mean,"  he snarled, angri ly, his 
face puffing up and drowing darker  by the 
second. 
Well, accord ing to at  least half a dozen little 
chi ldren around here, you are  known to be a child 
molester.  We have warned the chi ldren you have 
/rind to bother, and have kept an eye on them so 
they are  safe. 
The bishop wanted us to take act ion against  
you, when the mat ter  was first discovered, but it 
wasthanks  to Sister Mary  and Sister Jo  that we 
decided to deal with it another way. 
What way  was that? The Chairman fumed. 
The sisters were sure that if they prayed for 
you, and sa id  special Novenas to our Lady, the 
i-loly Mother would soften your heart, and you 
would be cleansed, and change your sinful ways. 
The reason - the main reason the Sisters did 
not want the Church to prosecute you, and turn 
you over to the authorities was, because, once 
the, charges became public, they• thought you 
might be excommunicated, and if so, you would 
not be allowed to be buried in our church 
cemetery, alongside your own dear wife and 
, mother." . , 
We had no more trouble, after that. 
But it would be quite different, I think, today." 
said Father Murphy. 
And Iam inclined to agree with him. 
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' ! i  ;: By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
/ 'Montreal Alouettes still 
' are looking for a piece of 
first Place as they entertain 
British Columbia Lions in a 
Canadian Football League 
interlocking ame tonight, 
lint head coach Joe Scan- 
nella says his new offence is 
' developing as planned. 
"We're still on schedule 
except for tlmt 3-2," said 
Scannella, referring to 
Mn~ .... " ~cord 
that . . . .  i"~vith 
Toronto A,~,,,.~-t% ~-3, two 
points behind first-place 
Ottawa Rough Riders in the 
Eastern Conference. 
Northern teams win medals 
Kittmat, and Prince Rupert, goals i n  four  games while home iwth the silver medal. 
did exceptionally well at the allowing only 17. The boys played nearly 
firstB.C. SummarGameein TheNorthceastboyswater flawless water polo, and 
Penticton August 18 and 19. polo team, consisting solely were clearly the strongest 
The Nerthcaast womens', of junior (19, and under) team in abe tournament. At 
team, using both'junior and least of the Northcoast 
senior (over 19) players, 
went through the round- 
robin section of play un- 
beaten, defeating Burnaby 
12-2, Vancouver 15.4, and 
Coquitlam 8-7. Northcoast 
then went on to trounce 
~qultlam 9-4 for the gold 
medal. There were no 
by Ken Lipinski particular standouts on the and (~o¢ uitlam 6-4. The boys teams coaches for the style 
The two Northcoast water team, as both offensive and met Coquitlam again in the of play that has finally put 
polo teams, composed Of defensive players put on a final, only to lose 10-9 in a Northeaast water pela on the 
players from Terrace, fine performance, scoring 44 real heartbreaker and came map. 
The junior boys team 
consisted of Terraces' Julios 
Mandur, Bob. Ciarkson, 
Shane Palahicky, and Tiber 
Mandar. From Kitimat 
came West Muii', Andy 
• Paterson, aQd Bob Mcl~od, 
with.Prince Rupert's Terry 
,Ramin, Steve Tattersall, 
David Dickens, and Marc 
Desantels making up the 
remainder of the team. The 
team manager was Jeff 
Adam, and couching the 
squad wad' Frazer 
Sutheriand. 
Making ~p the gold medal 
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:/ Can. Football Roundup 
players, gave an equally find 
performance. The boys were players have been asked to 
unfortunate, however, in try out for the provincial 
having the gold medal slip water polo team, and two 
from their hands. They went were offered sports 
through the round robin scholarshipS. 
section play undefeated, Both teams greatly im- 
beating Vancouver It-5, pressed lower mainland 
Pr ince George-Dawson water polo officials. Much 
G~'eek 13-6, Burnaby 11-6, credit can go to the two 
"The whole team is more 
comfortable in what they're 
doing,,. I think," be said. 
"Now when they make a 
• mistake they. know it. 
Before, they were making 
mistakes and didn't realize 
it." 
In the other game tonight, 
Saskatchewan Roughriders, 
0-5 and last in the Western 
Conference, visit the 
resurgent Calgary Stam- 
peders, 2-2-I and in third 
place. ' 
British Columbia, 3-1-2 and 
tied for the lead in the West 
with Edmonton Eskimos, 
promises in pose a challenge 
to Montreal's highly- 
regarded efence. Soannella 
locked with envy at Lions 
running back Leroy Key. 
LACK OUTSIDE SPEED 
"It's hard to do some of the  
things, say, B.C. does when 
you don't have a guy with 
great outside speed," said 
Scannclla of Key. "He threw 
a running pass'for a big 
gainer in their last game. 
And they have that good 
wide receiver, (Leon) 
Bright, who busted an 89- 
yard touchdown on a 
reverse. 
"They have a lot of tools, 
pins the good quarterback. 
(Jerry) Tagge is having a 
Smith's 
fingers 
too tiny 
WEST BERLIN CP - If 
Graham Smith's fingers had 
been just a shade longer, he 
would havewon a gold medal 
at the world aquatic 
chamlJionshipa Sunday.." 
• they weren't so he had to 
settle for silver in the men's 
revamped from what it was 
under his predecessor, Mary 
Levy. It has beem variously 
described this season as a 
big-ptay offence, a pass. 
oriented offence and a ball- 
control offence. 
• Scanne l la ' s  b iggest  
headache resulted from the 
Ices of quarterback Sonny 
Wade, who underwent knee 
surgery, and the injured 
band of backup Joe Barnes, 
"We're doing things better 
every day," Scannelia said. 
"I Just wish Barnes had 
better fingers." 
WEARS SPLINT 
Barnes has been wearing a
metal 'splint on the two 
outside fingers of his 
throwing hand for a couple of 
weeks, taking it off a few 
days before a game to throw 
in practice. 
"I think ha's a hell of a guy 
and a smart quarterback," 
Scannella said of Barnes. 
"He's a real leader. He's 
tough and he's doing a beck 
of a job." 
At Calgary, the 
Roughriders will be seeking 
their first victory of the 
season in Walt Pusadewski's 
debut as head coach. He was 
named to the post after 
Saskatchewan's poor start 
led to the dismissal of Jim 
• Rugby feat 
The first annual Tes'ruce 
Northmen Rugby Feat will 
see teams from Terrace, 
Kitimat, Prince Rupert, and • 
Prince George competing m
the Skeena High School 
Ground the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
of September. Contact 
person for the contest is 
Derek Shedinck ef Terrace. 
A rugby match against he 
Kitimat Euroonn team will 
he played Sunday Aug. 27 in 
Kitimat at the Mr. Elizabeth 
field. 
F INNING 
Ken Nordst rom 
Ken Nordstrom is our new 
sales representative in Terrace. 
Ken joined Finning parts 
Sorub league sohed,ub 
Here's the schedule of games for the upcoming Scrub League Softball tout ~- 
Ramona. Additional copies of the schedule can be picked up from Ken Grange or 
at theTerrace Herald office. Watch this space for further information and results 
as the tourney progresses. 
Tuesdays .  september 5th 
laegion Mixed 
Houlden's Hero's 
The Truekere 
Legion Mens 
Skeenaview Lodge 
Post Office 
Safeway 
I.O.F. (Foresters) 
Wednesday - September 6th 
Auto MArine 
Elker Auto 
Totem Ford 
Pohle "A"  
B.C. Forest Service 
C.F.T.K. Blues 
Blue Boys 
Terrace Hotel 
Thursday - September ?th 
Skeesa Auto Metal 
Terrace Coop 
Charlies Brown Sox 
The Wreckers • 
Loser Game No. 5 
Loser Game No. 9 
Loser Game No. 11 
Loser Game No. 15 
vs Credit Union 
vs Daily Herald 
vs Royal Bank 
vs Bank of Commerce 
vs Bank of Montreal 
vs Finning Tractor 
vs Twin River Mixed 
vs McEwan G.M. 
vs Pole No Stars 
vs C.P. Air 
v8 Overwaitea 
vs Heavy Duty Operators 
vs Hillbillies 
• vs Twin River Mess 
• vs R.C.M.P. 
vs Alliance Church 
vs Winner Game No. 1 
vs Winner Game No. 2 
vs Winner Game No. 3 
vs Winnyr Game No. 4 
vs Loser Game No. 6 
vs Loser Game No. 10 
vs Laser Game No. 12 
vs Loser Game No. 16 / 
winning girls 'team were 100 metre breaststroke 
Shelley Wilcox, Ke l ly  behind Walter Kuseh of West 
O'Brien, Janet Parry, Germany. " . 
Teresa Kenney, Judy The difference between 
Reynolds, Anne Aoson, and flrs~ and second was four 
Lelsie Campbell from handrsths of a second - a 
Terrace, Nancy Laumnnand razor thin margin even for 
Brenda • Weitman from swimming, where photo 
Kit imat, and Prince finishes are common. 
Rupert's Doris Cargo and Kusch was timed in1:03.50 
Connie Dickens. Managing and Smith in 1:03.60. That 
1 1 the team was Ken Lipinaki, broke the Edmonton 
2 2 ' with Berry Davis coaching, swimmer's own Canadian 
• mark of 1:03.81 set at the 
3 3 recent Commonwealth 
4 4. Games, where he,won six 
" Fishing gold medals. 
6 6 " Smith blamed his ft'nsl 
7 7 report .~  at the wall for the loss. 
8 8 He had led from the start 
and only lost his 'advantage 
by Don'Pearson in the final 20 metres, when 
• 9 1 • Cuitom Sports Kusch pulled alongside. 
10 2 Low tide at 10:45 a.m. of "I'd like to see the replay 
11 3 3.2 feet, high tide at 5:15 p.m. of the finish, because I think 
12 4 of 15.4 feet. • I lust it there," Smith said. 
13 8 Douglas Channel fishing "I'm sure I misjudged my 
14 5 over the weekend was a timing at the wall, and that 
15 7 mixture of~ failures and was probably the dif- 
16 6 Successes. ' - ,, terence 
On Saturday the weather STAItTS FAST 
17 1 blew up and a number of e " - • . Th  20  year old Canadis,, 
18 4 beats had to hole up for a few beaded out fast in the first 50 
19 2 hours. This made for some metres and led over Kusch 
20 5 travelling after dark. and countryman Gerald 
25 3 There was quite a number Mnerkon at •the half way 
26 "6 of fishing the Sue and peij0t.,,: ..... ,:., 
ulthooghafewdidquiteweIl, "Just glancing out of the 
27. 7 I also talked with some that corner of myeye, I thought I 
25 8 did poorly, had a pretty good start," 
Fishtrap was  poor Smith added. "'Coming 
yesterday with only a few down, I felt pretty good for 
salmon reported. the fast 50 and wanted to 
Crabflshingwnsvery good turn quickly,, but coming 
with some crabs coming in home I tired a lnt.." 
with barnacles on them. Smith's ilver was the only 
This is a sign of an old bed medal for Canada on the 
not fished often, opening day of swimming 
• We can possibly attribute competition. 
the poor fishing to ~the ex- Most of the glory went to 
treme sizes of the tide right the United States, which won 
now. the other four events and 
made a tremendous start in 
n 'eorea"on *"" w,..,., both men's and women's divisions 
Sunday. Chatter IYacy Cauikins ef the U.S. broke her own world record 
in winning the women's 200 
by Jennifer Brooks metre individual medley in 
Childrens special event 2:14.07. Her old mark, set 
week is takii~g place at at theU.S, trislsearllerthis 
Clarence Michiel Elemen- month, was. 2:15.09. 
tary School, it's on right now. Bill Foresleter won the 
From August 21 to 25 there men's 200 metre freestyle in 
will be events such as 1:51.02 with team mate 
Monday - Arts and craft Ambrose Gaines second in 
contest, Tuesday - dog show 1:51.10. 
stuffed toy dog show in the BUt the story of that race 
morning and real dog show for Canada was a scin- 
the afternoon, Wednesday - tiliating rperformance by 17 
Fr isbee champioitship; year old Peter Szmidt of 
Thursday -Fun track meet, Pointe Claire, Que., who 
Friday - day at the lake. finished fourth in 1:51.94. 
There is still room in the SET IN HEATS 
one week course of out-door He broke his own Canadian 
recreation. Anyone in- record of 1:52.65 set in the 
terested in learning more heatsSundaymorning. That, 
about backpacking and in turn, had bettered his 
hiking please contact Jen- recordmark of1:53,57 set at 
hirer Brooks at630.2841. The the Canadian trials in July. 
Course is Free so why not Even more impressive, his 
come out and join in on the swim in the final was almust 
fun. Hope to see you there, four seconds faster than he 
Jennifer Brooks, did at Edmonton, where he 
Ass i s tant  Recreat ion  was one of the big disap- 
Programmer. pointments in the pool for 
Canada. 
Brian Turner, winner of the Memorial Race at the Terrace Speedway August 13, 
is here shown with the tropies he received. His wife Linda is with him sharing his 
victory. 
Fun And Fitness Week 
Fun and Fitness week is - Open to all competitors theLewerLittleParkatT:00 
coming up, with many in- - Beginning at 10:00 A.M. P.M. 
teresting and exciting events from the Arena - This will be treated as a 
to be held, commencing Monday, August 28, 1978 serious event 
Friday, August 25 with a Tug-O-War To be '~:!:.:.:':::':':':':':'.'>;%%'.'.".:;'.'.'.'.%'.'.~;'. 
street dance on Lakelse organized by John Nattress ' 1 ~- ' " "~- - ' "  
Avenue, and winding up with - Will involve teams from 
a mixed Volleyball tour- Pohle Lumber, Price 
nement Thursday, August 31 Skecne, Twin River Timber, 
at Lower Little Park. R.C.M.P.,Firemen, District 
Following is a list of events of Terrace Public Works, 
and their times: 
Friday, August 2,5, 1978 
Street Dance - To be 
organized by Sharon Longh 
Saturday, August 2e, 1978 
Swim Relay Race • To be 
organized by Pool Staff 
-Open to invited teams (no 
swim club) 
Belly Flop Contest - To be 
organized by Pool Staff 
- (240 pounds & over) 
- Open 
Sunday, August 37, 1978 
Inner Tube Water Polo- To 
Norsemen Rugby Team, 
Men's Soccer Team (if in- 
terested in participating) 
- Event will take place at 
be organized by Bruce Miller 
- 8 tomes of 7 persons 
• Beginning at 2:00 P.M. in The first synthetic gene was 
the Pool manufactured in 1970 by 
Crees Country Race- To be Indian-American biochemist 
organized by Trevor Har Gabind Khorana, a Nobel 
Whittaker Prize winner in medicine. 
th" Race will take place up 
e Terrace Nature Trail 
free year. He's throwing the 
hell out of the ball. It's bard 
to contain a play. You just 
have to be alert all the 
time." 
Sonnnelia said when he 
took the job that the Mon- 
treal offence would be 
monTs \! 
CARES HURT 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Rough 
Rider defensive back Larry 
Cates, who So far has 
escaped serious injury on the 
playing field, had his luck 
run out on him Saturday in a 
backyard swimming pool. 
Catas dislocated his shoulder 
while trying to float his way 
across a swimming pool 
strapped into a cumbersome 
life jacket. 
FIGHTS AUG. 31 
HULL, Que. (CP) --Boxer 
Gsetan Hart of Buckingham, 
Que., Canadian lightweight 
champion, will fight Quonton 
Blackman bf Phlledephia on. 
• Aug. 31 in a 10-round, non- 
title fight. Hart has won 10 of 
his last 11 fights since 
returning to the ring after a 
brief retirement in 1976, 
including knockouts in his 
last two title defoncen. 
• FINED FOR LATENE~.~ 
ANAHEIM, Calif. tAP) - -  
New York Yankees out- 
fielders Mickey Rivers and 
Roy White were fined $250 
each for reporting late to 
Sunday night's American 
League baseball game with 
Seattle Mariners. The 
Yankees were to be in uni- 
form by 6 p.m., but White 
and Rivers did not arrive in 
the clubhouse until 6:52, 
Rivers said they were 
delayed by traffic. 
RIDER CUT 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Of- 
fensive lineman Mark 
Perrelli was cut Monday by 
the Ottawa Rough Riders to 
make room for the return of 
Charlle BrandeR, who came 
off the injury list, the Ca- 
nadian Football League club 
announced. 
CHANGES TEAMS 
NEWCASTLE, England 
(Ruetor) -- Striker Peter 
Withe, leading scorer for 
English first division soccer 
champions Nottingham 
Forest last season, joined 
second division Newcastle 
United for $395,000 on 
Monday. 
Eddy. 
Posadowskl said morale 
was good, considering the 
club's record. But asked if 
there would be a change in 
attitude with the change in 
coaches, he said: " I 'm 
demanding it." 
The~ will be me.new face 
in the lineup in the person of 
running back Ron Jamerson 
from Southern California. He 
was in on a five-day trial last 
week and was impressive 
enough that Posedwoski 
believes he might take some 
pressure off Mike 
strinkland, the major factor 
in the backfield since Molly 
McGee wont out with an 
injured hand. 
Veteran quarterback R0n 
Lancaster was reported to he 
recovered from a head hit he' 
suffered in a 24-23 loss to the 
Lions last Tuesday night. 
department in 1969 in Prince 
George, and' moved to our 
Williams Lake operation in 
1973 as partsman. He became 
p,'oduct support sales rep- 
resentative there in 1977. 
Drop in and see Ken about all 
your equipment needs. 
Finning sells and ser- 
vices Caterpillar equipment, 
Gardner-Denver" air compres- 
sors and rock drills, Grove 
hydraulic ranes, JCB backhoe 
loaders, JLG and Smith aerial 
work platforms from 51 
locations throughout British 
Cotumbla, the Yukon and the 
Mackenzie Valley, Northwest 
Territories. 
F INNING 
m! i 
L A W N - B O Y  
SOLID STATE •1". Model 7265. 
With Catcher. 
The mower you can really push around! Light- 
weight engine and deck plus easy-roll wheels. 
Solid State ignition for quick starts with a hotter 
spark and no points or condenser, Timing is per- 
manently set., Tune-ups are virtually eliminated. 
Exclusive LAWN.BOY 2-Cycle engine with sim- 
plified carburetor. Extra-quiet, under-the-deck 
muffler. Up-front discharge for better ca~hing: 
~he dependable, quick and quiet LAWN-BOY. 
TERRiOE EOUIPIIENT SALi!S LTD, 
4439 Lakelse 63§4384 
DL Number 01249A 
 'Bowlin 
Not W:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Businesslisted in our ili   0ertJfied 0oaohes 
B,i), Tel Direotory, 
AURORA ANIMAL HO'SPITAL - 635-2040 
DIAL-AN.ORDER 632-3603 
WATER LILY BAY RESORT • 798-2267 
.,.to teach new bowlers: individual or teams 
...to help old bowlers improve their game 
Aug, 22 - Sept. 5 ~ ~  SKOOLUND HOTSPRIN~S ~@8.~I' [~[~ 
oL,.s PLACE 79,.3, 1"5 p.m. 1 7-11 p.m. 
L is ted  . - . .  ,.o,.,.-..,. ,,,,., (Bowling alley open for casual PETS BEAUTI  FUL .  63S.9251 ~ ~ ~  He re ! ',-,o, o.. mo.,,.o,,., o, , , ,  bowling or lessons.) 
DAILY. HERALD 
If you wish your Business Phone ~ ' "  ~ Phone g -6911 o.r Phone. 636-H06 ~ ' - " ~  
6366367 listed for your customers please call  Hi 
:~:~:~:~:.~.:.:.~..~:~.~;~;~:~.~:~.~.~.~.:.~;:;:~:.~::~:~..~5:;:::;:~:~;:;:~:~:~:~:~:::~:~:;~;~:~..::::::~:~:~:~:;:~:::.:;:.~:.:~:~:.:.:~:.:.~.::::::::::~:::~ 
- -  r ;~  . - - , r  . . . . . . .  • " - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t 
lr 
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A A 
4 
ROLL 
PKG 
- BATHROOM 
~ WHffE 
[] or PINK 
| 
. ° 
i~iil 
A.B.C.- LAUNDRY '~!~:::!;~!~; 
DETI 
2 
KG 
BOX 
T 
::L 
' ;i!!~i; 
~. ~!;.: % ~ .  
.: :i:~;:~i~ii::::~:'~ ~;::~: 
' ,  ,!~ • , 
- GROUND ALPHA EVAPORATED 
COt 2% MILK 
16 02 
11NS 
1 
LB 
BAG 
I 
JOHNSON'S & JOHNSON'S KEN--L--RATION- BRAND KRAFT BRAND- SPIRAL KRAFT- ~VlOC)'n-I 
D"Y, DOG .OS MACARONI & ~¢~~}}E~,,.='" ~"°1,119 I~anut~ ~t~r 
MEAL ~ P~l m CHEESE 
SPECIAL MENU '--CAT " D INNER~ IRISH SPRING,--BATH 3 L g  
~OD.I,,PKa 409 @ ,.,, oz BAR .... ~ --BAR; ~TIN;I i '  
'~%EG#p/~;O~o,,,,,: I • ---- PKGS SOAP M FOR= 
ROVER BRAND WESTERN FAMILY G,RLS0 BOYS & MENS SUN-RYPE -- UNSWEETENED SUN-RYPE --  UNSWEETENED 
Dog Food socks" 1Oo,0o,, .L=..=. 97  .IOFU~NGEFRoMIBA.CONCENTRA:FE' 
ASS'T SIZES, STYLES REGULAR JU ICE  i~oz,, - . . . . . . -  , , ,  oz= . & COLOURS I ~  PRICE w~=~i  TIN Tie 
i 
SHOWER TO SHOWER bAIRYLAND- REG. OR 2% SUN-RYPE --  SWEETENED 
DEODORANT, BODY / I  COTTAGE ORANGE48 
POWDER ~'.~| 98  CHEESE ~1 ~ JUICE ;LNI 3 
~ 500 g ~ SUN-RYPE - -  UNSWEETENED 
25.5oz  BABY '5BOTLML 5 CARTON - -  , , , | ~ ,  48FLOZ~ 
~'"S SHAMPOO i ~ BR%DUCED m ~  qll~ U ,  ~I/IF Gii TIN I ' M  
~ ~ ~-~ ~.B .C .  GROVVN - CANADA N~). 1 GRADE SHIRRIFF INSTANT,, MASHED 
• ,T~j I1 C" I ' " I " l  I ~ POTATOES,~ 19 eQu~ . ~:%_."~: " , ~ ~ ._- ' -  .... :~  i l i i~0k l  I 111~ 17.60Z PKG. I  I 
I~ i~ ~:-~~~!':~ ~ '  SIZE 24's NEILSON'S - ASSORTED VARIETIES 
CHOCOLATE (~d[~ 
I °°~"~ ~ L  • ,--=j , ' i r.~,n BARS ;~4 = ~ ~  
. .~~,~ HEAD WASHINGTON GROWN- BARTALDE;T : . .  ...... ,* ..~;=.=~_ 
.~ GRADE ~#' : i :~  • ....... .-v'-.~- '~  
/ 
CAUFORNIA - CANADA NO. 1 GRADE 
TOMATO 
~NE RIPENED 
RELD VARIETY 
SEE 6x6's 
PER 
JOHNSON'S-- BARBECUE STYLE 
PEANUTS 
POUNDI~T J PER 
CELLO m I 
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m JP'  I lNm 
/ i  • ["  
CANADA 
GRADE 
....-" 
WESTERN FAMILY 
MIXED VEGS. 
B,C. 
GROWN 
FROZEN 
21,B 
BAG 
CANADA 
FANCY 
SUNGOLD- FLAVOUR 
ORANGE 
LEMONA! 
4 , 
ENVELOF 
PER 
PKG 
BONELESS, FULL CUT 
UN 
T 
CRY-O-VAC -- FROZEN F~RASE-R VALE -- TURBOT DARE -- COOKIE JAR or . ! 
cHnps ,,° I ,  COOKnr  CORNISH:._ 
2 LB PKG U ~ M i~ .  SER(~;~=TION 
FROZEN BUNNY BRAND 4 ONLY 
A ~I I : :  ~ 12.5 A : A  ~ A  . . . . .  " ~ l l l~-~n='~ FLOZ ~!~/ l l '  i ! ~D ml~l l~ lnv  
JU ICE .  ~ TIN II g 
iiii 
MRs. SMITH'S --  CREAM 
M B  FROZEN 
coCONUT or 16 OZ 
LEMON PKG 
~IABOB-- LEMON, PIE 
20-24 
0UN( 
~CH 
,o, 
" . ' . :  
F ILL ING BREADED BY THE I "I('~POUN£ 
• e.,OZ,PKG l POUND I'V 
OZ TIN ' BOX 
~KICKEYEsALMON ~~=1~9 F ISH 6~ O 
CAKES , ECO O. PINERIDGE FARMS -- SUCED BREAKFAST CEREAL l 
. ov ,s  ,0oz ="n  
LOAF ~/PB SIRLOIN TIP ,=, tl~tl/ 
=.=. .  . .  ' S '  i; ; -  ~~8/ l~1~1~~ In~ WESTERN FAMILY-- PAPER ~o 4 LUNCH ,,~:~K(~°F A ~ ; 
ROI,,IlJ 8 [] i W B A G S  N n ~ n ~  BANQUET BRAND -- COOKED 'OVERWAITEA --"FIRST CHOICE" i 
ICHICKEN 2 Jl~TBI IBACON ~" .I581 
l 
E 
88 
ECONOM~ 
SHOULDER BUTT 
FROZEN -- ICE CREAM WHITE SWAN -- PAPER 
NOVELTIES TOWELS 
REVELLOS, 
POPSICLES or 
FUDGESTIK- 
SICLES 
YOUR CHOICE 
PACKAGE OF 
6 
ASST'D or 
PRINTED 
2 
ROLLS 
j l  
~p PACKAGE D 
323 CITY C[IITR! 
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T he Machines Behind"The. Medicine 
. °~ 
!~ " i  : " ? " 
• -' V,'~i ,~., . 
Good visibility during surgery can mean the dif- 
ference between life and death. Maximum light is 
assurred by the overhead battery of operating lights 
that can be focussed onto the critical area. 
,: ~, C. 
Ji~ , • 
fill! 
Betty ('nmpl)eli. left. head imrse of the Ol:ernUng 
Booms nt MIIIx Memlnrlal icmitul, deu.m.lrniex the 
use of a suture during n |ntir ,d the ,liN.rnling rm. .x .  A 
suture Is used for stltehlng and Is held by f|)rceim, 
. 
, . . 
The scrub room i .  pictured below. The dnetorn and 
nurses scrub for five minutes to obtain nurgleul 
cleansing of their hands. 
Above - right - the old is not discarded when the new ix 
no better. 
,, t l  
. ~,,; ~;IIIIII 
'li 
~!~! i  i~ l I . .  
• .ira • 
" • ' " . ~ .  ~ " . . : ,. 
A conli  to our 
ctLstomers, it's the 
best deM in tram. 
Test dr~a HOnda today at 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
4912 Hwy. 16 
Terrace, B.C. VIIG IL8 
&3O.ll/I 
']H[ ]L~fDa~k. Dealer Ltcence Number 0~066A 
• - f. 
'i/•" ' ,~; 
The orlhopedlr tuhh,, nl.we. I, II.ed, in n.rgnry, fnr 
frn¢lured Iililx lind feilillr. 
 .b.r 
3 . .  
~llet ~ll.k~.prnrcau tint.. 
FORMAL DINING 
Mon-~ur-8u1.-1~.L 
Fd-Sat-Sa.m.-la.m. 
CLOSE D Reservallofls 
236 CiTY CTR. SUN. ea2 , . l IN  
~. bOttle , beef & 
presents 
& 
DANCING 
R~ervalions al I1~ Tudor up until S p.m. * 
WED.-SUN. 
§ e.m.-1 e.m. 
146 City Cir. $32-12 
roll I. m 
t n lal~P~ 
II.¢I ~lh 
A MI I l ln ry  (.nr, . I .r  (a ,m' ;w l l , r  w i l l  h~i ln lerrnrr~ r:n 
W,'d. A*I( I ~'lrd nl  lhe (.nnndn Mnnpower ( ' .~nlr,  lrm. 
9 (XI Ir~ '100 PM A~.k *P. nhrJul P i lot  Nnv lun l t l r  I rn ln ln  U 
for (,rnrle. I~ l l rn l l i ln l~ ~, 
ARMB)Fi)ROS. 
¢ 
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The Scottish side of the Bride's family at the Fisher- Mrs. William Ross; Edie and Hugh Ross of Inverness, 
Ross wedding (from left to right): Ron Harrison of Scotland, aunt and uncle, who combined their  visit 
Prince Rupert; Marlene Henderson of Terrace, a withrelatives and attendance oftheir niece's wedding 
cousin; Mr. and Mrs. George Cruickshank, aunt and  on their first trip to Canada. 
uncle: Irene Cruickshank, cousin: mother of the bride 
Fisher-Ross wedding in Stewart 
The wedding of Miss 
Deborah Boss, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. William Ross, 
took place July 15 in Stewart, 
B.C. 
Miss Ross married Cpl. 
John Fisher, formerly of 
Comox, B.C., son of Cpl. 
Wayne Fisher and Mrs. Ann 
Fisher of Comox,  , 
Both bride and groom are 
in the ~Canadian Armed 
Forces ~tationod in Ottawa 
White and purple heather 
from Bonnie Scotland was 
added to the bride's bouquet 
and adorned the bridal table. 
Miss Ross, who was born 
in Terrace, moved to 
Stewart in 1962 upon her 
graduation and joined the 
staff at the Canadian Bank of 
Commerce before joining the 
Armed Forces. 
Her wedding day took 
place among the friendly 
people of Stewart, many of 
whom held back their 
departure from the town to 
attend this occasion. 
Out of town guests were 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter 
Baranieski of Terrace; Mr. 
and Mrs. Ken Jacques of 
Courtenay; Mr. and Mrs. W. 
Fisher, son Marshall and 
daughter Alison of Comox; 
Miss Shelley Fisher of Ed. 
monton; Norman Jang" of 
Edmonton; Mr. and Mrs. W. 
Robertson of Courtenay and 
daughters; Miss Nanette 
Winkler of Terrace, Kathy 
Paurum of Prince George 
and Margaret Hunchuck of 
Courtenay. 
Unable to attend were Mr. 
and Mrs. Johnstone of 
Terrace, Mr. and Mrs. John 
Ross of Inverness, grand- 
parents; Mr. and Mrs. B. 
Henderson of Munlocky, 
Ross-Shire; Mr. Charles 
Bourin, grandfather, of 
Geraldton, Ontario; Mr. and 
Mrs. Harold Boivin of 
Kakabeka Falls, Ontario, 
and friends from the Armed 
Forces. 
"Something old "at 
McLarty wedding 1976 DATSUN 280Z $6896 
and Mrs. Loran Handspiker Ottaw~t'and other pla{.es of Only 10000 Miles Excellent Condition 
of Terrace, grandparents of interest, also visiting friends 
the bride; Mr. and Mrs. C." and relatives. 1974 INTERNATIONAL ½ TON , . . . . . . . . . . .  Oakes Of Langley;Mr. and 
Mrs. Holliday of Burns ~"  --~ I P i i )KUP  *,, i  .on =:: " :$1695 Lake; .~ , ,  ~nd Mrs. Dick ..... ~ ~, . . . . .  .... ""'"=: : I " ~ "" ' ~- ' '~ ' '" "' ' :"~':; ~" " ;" ' 
Munr0"of [d~hbridge. Sl3ort tl 
A teast was proposed to the | 1976 KAPLUll TENT TRAILER q,aOR 
,T r 1 7 ,ride Stove Excellent condition V 4r'OlljIwIIF 
I , ' I]] I INII I]]I{I, " .i u2o, ¢?r iM15| )  | -~L'I 1975 MUSTAN6 3 Door Mach 1 V0 Auto Tr ' , 
R NFR '~ i$~Wi~ LIMITED 1977 PLYMOUTH VOLAleE $5495 
2 Door, V8 Auto. Trans. 
1977. eATsua $6195' 
HLS 10 Sports Model 
1976 GMG S/at. PICKUP $4895 
V8 auto trans., power steerinp 
,,,,s 7 Piece Bedroom Set Transportation Special 
(,hii-esuppiio--s la-st) ~ 1974 MERGURY METEOR $1095 
4 door V8 auto trans. 
Br ie fs  1974 GHEV PIGKUP 30 Series $2995 
V6 4 speed 
Los Angeles Reuter - Terri Dean rrived atwork to find 1976 FORD F260 GREW GAB 
a 15 foot sign nailed up in J l [  
front of her office building, j 4x4 $7196 
It said: "Terri, l love ve Auto trans. 
yout l Will you marry me? 
Lan." 
Miss Dean, a 28 year old 
brunette, said the painter of ' ' ° 1977 e dg el b e b $7695 
the sign. which was '' ~, 0 e u a 
decorated with hearts, was a ' ; ' : .  i V8 4 Speed 
plumber, ben Wheeler, 35, : . :,:,~, 
whom she had known since .... i.,., . . . . .  ~.:,~ . MAVERIGK $1495 last October. ' \:~"~',;i~:~ ' 1972 Miss Dean accepted his (,:::.~;~.~:i~:.~  '*~. 2 Door, 6 cyl. Standard 
proposal . . . . . . . . .  ;,.~,, ~. ~,~,~t~ ~.~'~ ~ ~ -,. 
' " 1977 18' S.ANGSTER 
• Store Hours. .? H,P. Mercury inboard outboard, Easy load trailer, . 
Todet - Depth Sounder, Gee-bee Radm, Lake new oondihon, 
Weekdays - 10 a.m. 9 p.m. .sgGUI~, ' .00nu 
i ~ I, ~.ecoon*t!on of.pmu,ess*ve management Saturday- I0 a.m. 6p.m.  ~__  ~ _ . . ,  . . , . . .oo ..,.,. ,.~,,,,,..0,,°o 
SUNDAY 12 noon 5 p.m. c.~\~U~)r.../~d '!:~"::i":;':":!~i':':":!'~i'~'i":"'i~i":!:'i:!'~"ii'~",'~"-~N''" 
,~t717 Lakelse Terrace 635-4961 ""ZEVEXO 4631 Keilh 635-4984 
Wagon Days 
HONX)A Te~ ~e a Homta t~,~.  
. . . . . . . . . . .  . - . . J  
The bride was radiant as 
she walked down the aisle 
wearing a floor-length white 
satin gown with a train. Her 
bouquet was of red roses. 
Her "something old" was a 
beautiful lace veil which the 
groom's maternal grand 
mother wore on her wedding 
day more than fifty years 
ago. 
The bride was given in 
marriage by her father and 
mother. 
The maid of honour was 
Darlene Morton, sister of the 
bride, wearing a peach 
dress: bridesmaids wer( 
Sheila McLarty and Nancy 
Morton, while junior 
bridesmaids were Evelyn 
Morton and Cathy McLarty, 
sisters of the bride and 
groom, respect ive ly  
wearing peach and green 
gowns. 
All the bride's attendants 
carried bouquets of car- 
nations and baby's breath~ 
Best man was Brant Ar- 
nold-Smith. Ushers were 
brothers' of the bride and 
groom, Tom Morton and 
James McLarty. 
The groom's mother was 
attired in a long turquoise 
gown and the bride's mother 
was dr~ed in green. Both 
wore rc.-~e corsages. 
During the ceremony, 
Mrs. Victor Froese played 
the organ, following which a 
reception was held in the 
Skeena Room,at the Terrace 
Hotel for about 100 guests. 
Among the relatives and 
friends acknowledged were 
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Young, 
Prince George, the groom's 
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. 
Archie Handlan of West- 
bank; Mr. and Mrs. Brian 
McLarty of Victoria; Mr. 
A ~,ery pretty wedding was 
solemnized in Terrace on 
July 22 when Karen Joyce 
Morton became the bride of 
Douglas Ronald McLarty at 
the£~lstlan a~.d Missionary 
Alliance Chuich withPaster 
Roy Taylor officiating. 
Terrace student at theatre workshop 
Julie Skarra of Terrace, a Bertolt Brecht's "The Good kind and generous in a world Since the workshop's in- 
grade 12 student at the Woman of Setzuan". The which is growing cold, ception in 1973, ap- 
Caledonia Senior Secondary production openedAugustt0 cynical and difficult. The proximately t75 students 
School, is one of 30 students .and will ran through to performance is based on the from throughout the 
from throughout British August 16. English version translated province have participated 
Columbia attending the Director James beard, of by Eric Bentley. in the program. 
Senior Secondary Summer UVie, says he selected the "The Good Woman of • 
Theatre Workshop at the two aet Brecht play for the Setzuan" like Brecht's ~ ,  ~.X~/7~ I-{' '~x ' - ,~ ~ i;fl 1 
University of Victoria. final production because "Three Peeny Opera" is a 
The workshop, which got "the theme is relevant o musical. The songs are 
underway July 3, is spon- young people about o enter modern and popular which ~ ~  
gored "by UVie's theatre the mainstream of society helps to create the en-  
department, and face for the first time the viranment and to develop the 
The Senior ' Secondary problems of survival in an action. The score for the The Statue of Liberty in New 
Summer Theatre workshop indifferent and sometimes summer theatre production York Harbor has the face of 
offers serious theatre hostile world." was composed by UVic the mother of the sculptor, 
students between theagesof The play deals with the student David Royce and Bartholdi, and the body of 16 and 18 years an op- problems of remaining oed, follows Brecht'sstyle. his mistress. 
portunity to participate inall 
aspects of theatre. During 
the s ixweekprogram, ' the  (nn mE GlUE YOU students' receive instruction in acting, movement and 
stagecraft from faculty 
members of UVic's theatre 
department. , HLL THE (OmFORT$ An integral part of the student' training is the 
preparation and the per- 
formance of a major full- OF HOmE length production. They are 
responsible for attending 
rehearsals in preparation for • • • 
the performance and putting 
together the costumes and 
sets. 
This year the members of 
the company ,wi!! perform 
Bertolt Brecht s • The Good 
Woman of Setznan". The 
production opens August 10 
and will run through 
This year the members of 
(he company are performing 
Now you can go anywhere and still have those ~-' ~ '~ 
its~t f i i to f  ~u~ O: i i i  I ~i~ er :c°r Ura tV:nC:~ i::h ~:li:s Y e a r ~  ~
brid  by her uncle, Mr. Run 
Snider. The best man 
proposed the toast to the 
bridesmaids. 
During the evening a 
beautiful duet was rendered 
by Mrs. Victor Froese and 
Mrs. Gary Reinhardt while 
Mrs. Roy Taylor played the 
piano. 
Master of ceremonies for 
the evening was Mr. George 
Halliday. He read two 
messages received from 
Grandma and Grandpa 
McLarty of Penticton and 
from Bey Finlay and Grant 
Geiger of Vancouver Island. 
The bridal bouquet was 
caught by Carolyn 
Christianson, cousin of the 
bride. Young Ross Dickie 
caught the bride's garterl 
The following day, after an 
open house at the bride's 
parent's, the happy couple 
left on their honeymoon trip 
to Nova Scotia with stops 
along the way at Toronto, 
Niagara Falls, the 
Parliament Buildings in 
t 
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CONSUMER ,..;, ; ..... .... WONDERS FOR WlHD0WS 
R the e~e the window to the soul, tivc styles. ". .. . 
~ ~ ' ~ . ~ " J ~ f ~  ~- / "  ~ i  [ i  I'II(~'~ "i~" )| Philos0phers may have ca•led your own windows in imagina- 
~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ ~ / '  ~ i ~] /R~r -~] -~~~~ .~ hut they also c,)uld have celled If  you're wonuering OOW [o 
the window the eye of th. decorate them, a new 132-pege 
home. It's th•t  ~necial vantage, full-c01ar book filled with pic- 
• point from which you can see tures of rooms done by the 
• " . . .  vr  c .  ountrv's, leading interior de- 
the world around you. An• o . 
NEW NATURAL BLEND SHEETS HAVE 20% MORE OT the optimum in home beauty, ~'egnem:l~i:ah~iWn~°oUnh°wWnd~o~ 
A sheet that's a treat is it s smart decorating t• fram~ 
one that's comfortable, nat- 
ural and easy care. 
Unfortunately, for a long 
REAL - ESTA?E  SERVICES 
.... ;A.J. NIcCOLL;~(N0tar¥ Pub.,lic). 
: :: :1:3239'A' K~LUM/ :  STREET 
time, this was hard to get, 
Cotton filled the need for 
natura l ,  but,  naturally, it 
wrinkled. No-iron sheets of 
50 percent cotton, 50 per. 
cent  po lyester ,  hadn ' t  
co t ton 's  comfor t ,  Now, 
Cannon has in t roduced 
Comfortcale, a blended sheet 
containing 20 percent more 
cotton and the same no-iron 
properties. 
The growing consumer 
trend toward more natural 
products extends to almost 
every aspect of our lives. 
Food companies are re- 
formulating products to give 
consumers  more natura l  
taste;  c lo th ing  manufac- 
tu rers  are making more 
c lo thes  of  comfor tab le  
cotton, and now sheets con- 
tain more cotton, too, It's 
a natural extension of the 
demand for more that's nat- 
ural, but hs some consumers 
say, it can be even better, 
With these 60 percent 
cotton sheets, pilling is less 
of a problem, yet since they 
mean a como~na~on o, 
comfor t  and convenience 
that  is more than jus t  a 
THE COMFORT OF COTTON and the durabi l i ty  
of  polyester are sk i l l fu l ly  combined in Windrush 
sheets ,des igned by Oscar de ia Rents.  
THE DELICATE BEAUTY of this Fleurette design 
is be l ied  by the s turd iness  and  easy-care 
INVESTMENT PROPERTY: 
1. Small side by side duplex- 4419 Grelg Avenue 
2. Trailer Court - 20 stalls and 4 bedroom house, Park 
Avenue 
3. Motel on 1 acre - 9 furnished units and 4 bedroom 
home and office, Highway 16 Wesf 
4. 2 x 2bedroom houses on One lot 4709 and 4711 Hamer - 
$42,OOO.OO 
RURAL RESIDENTIAL 
3519 King Ro~d 3 bedrooms $28,500.00 
2615 Thornhlll Road . 3 bedrooms - good workshop - 
$32,900.00 
3750 Pine Street- 3 bedrooms - full basement - large lot 
. $40,000.00 
3390 River Drtve - 3 bedrooms, double attached garage 
-large lot (110 x 180) guest house- $50,000.00 
Kleanza Subdlvisl0n - 2. Acres - t200 Sq. Ft. - 2 
Fireplaces • $60,000.00 
3274 Crescent Drive - Quality Large Home on acreage - 
$85,000.00 
CITY  HOMES:  
2407 Pear  Street 3 bedrooms $26,000.00 
.4627 Scoff Avenue - 2 bedrooms - $28,000.00 
4731 Straume Avenue • 3 bedroom - basemenf suite • 
S32,000.00 
4910 Hal l iwel l  - 3 bedroom- Largeshop - $38,000.00 
2105 Pear  Street - Fami ly  home on ~/~ ecre-  6 bedrooms 
- $39,000.00 
2405 Apple Street • 2 bedrooms - 2 bedroom basement 
suite - $43,000.00 
4742 Hamer  Avenue.  3bedroom - 100' Lot - beautifully 
landscaped all attributes S55,000.00 
2605 Eby Street • 3 bedrooms . 2 Bedroom Suite - 
sss,0oo.0o ~ i " 
4612 westvlew - 3 bedr¢o,~s • Full "Bas'ement -"Prlme 
Area - I L59 ,000 .00  , , ~ " = ~. " 
4528 Olson Avenue - 3 bedrooms - 3 Bedroom Sui|e • 
$67,000.00 
i3982 Walker Street - 12 x 46 with 12 x 35 addition - 1 
$18,000 00 ".~ ~ : :  m 
Lot 11 Beaver Crescenf (Copperside) - 12 x 46 with 10 x i 
28 Addition - $20,000.00 ' I 
2922 Simpson Crescent - ~9 v ~ w|th 12 x 36 Addition i 
and 20 x 32 Workshop - $20,000.00 [] 
Kroyer Road -. Double Wide - Lakelse Lake 24 x 56 - • 
.0.00o.0o i 
treatments •leo explains the 
most-popular window styles, 
contains s'uggestions for all 
common and many pr.hlem 
windows. There's also an illus- 
trn(ed section expi•iping how 
to measure for draperies, drap- 
ery hardware, and how to m•ke 
basic window treatments. 
Vo lume.  V of"Windnws 
Beautifur' is availahle for $1.50 
from your local Kitsch drapery 
hardware deah,r or from Kirsch 
i lNFLATION'FI6HTING iOEASI 
INEW DEVICE' PROTECTS WATER HEATERS 
• AND SAVES ENERGY 
~i Most In'oph: think of mulateil ,eellul'ose fibers, 
~"hard" water ass prohlem in which remove dirt, rust and 
'doing laundry or. washing 
:hair, hut it's fur more..It can 
(~0dt you u' greut deal nf 
n~oney over the years in the 
high cost nf waslL~l energy 
and in replacing your home 
wutcr heater and other 
tqluipmvnt, 
It is dissolved 'minerals 
that m;,ke water ,"hard." 
othcr Imrtielcs as small as a 
single grain of talc. 
For an average hvu~eh()ld 
with an X2.gulhm hot water 
tank, a cartrldge .lasts six 
months. The filler is designed 
so the cartridge can he rc~ 
placed hy the homeowner in a 
few minutes without th(L use 
of tools. AMF Cuno, the 
'l'hese,muy "'solidify into a - ; ; ;~__  ~l~ 
deposit in your hot water "~ ' 
pipes and water heater, cut- 
ting heater efficiency, wasting 
expensive • fuel, making pipes 
noisy when water is running 
and eventually causing water / ~ . . ~ ~ . . .  
heater failure. 
But • new stainless steel 
and hrass device cul]c~l the 
AMF Cuno Aqua-Pure® AP 
400 Lime-Aid Water ('ondi. 
tioner is designed to re•ave 
old scale (lepnsits und inhihit 
new scale build.up. When 
instalk~J on the enid water 
f~!  linu inl~o the water heat. world's largest manufacturer 
er, its special scale.stopping 
system inm~ediately I~egins to 
h*)osen hard .scah, layers on 
tank hottnms, and cnntinucd 
use prevents corrosion and 
inhihits new scale fermatinn 
so tanks, heating demeots, 
hot water lines and appliances 
stay srah,-fr(~:. Aml it works 
even when the hot wutcr is 
not running. A hemeowner or 
a plumhvr eun install it 
Co,. Dept. NAPS-5. Sturgis. easily. The filter car[ridge 
Mich..49091 " als. '  Includes SDc¢iulh' for- suppliers. 
of filters for home and indus. 
try, reports that the AP 400 
Lime.Aid Water Conditioner 
has been successfully tested 
b)r more than a year through. 
out various parle" of the 
United States and Canada, 
AMF Cuno Aqua.Pure fil- 
ters, which make your applE. 
unccs work longer, your 
clothes wash cleaner, and 
your foods taste better, are 
available from plumbing 
MORE COMFORT FOR LESS 
• Hidden in the cold air is tinily the same one that This refrigerant, circulating 
enough warm air to heat makes your refrigerator continually within the aye- 
your house. Even when the work. tern, permits the heat pump 
temperature outside is well A heat pump requires cer- to warm or cool your house 
below freezing, the air con- taln basic components: a automatically. 
talns heat that can be coil and blower inside your In winter, outside air is 
extracted from its icy sur- house and another coil plus drawn over the outside coil, 
'roundings and brought into a eompt'essor and fan, out- where it is heated to a 
your house. All it takes is a side your house. What comfortable temperature 
heat pump. circulates within the coils is and circulated throughout 
The principle that makes a a "refrigerant" hat also acts the house. 
heat pump work is essen- as a heat-transfer medium. 
ii 
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:... ~.:.:.:.:.:...~.~.`.~:':~:~:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.::::;:::;:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:`.. 
I I 
4814 SCOTT AVENUE 
Beautiful residence on a large lot zoned R4 Select. ]380 Square feet of living space on 
the main floor plu~s a completely finished basement. 
' Attached garage with a large sun deck over, accessible via patio doors off the dining 
room. 
Phone for an appointment toview,must be seen fo be appreciated. 
sweet dream. • comfor t  o f  th i s  co t ton-b lend  sheet .  Listed Excluslvelyat$7S,000.00 
~-- - - -  ~ - - ~  ~ ~ ~z '~, ' : .=~-~- , ,~ ,~o.  I . . . . . . . .  ~ .... ° "~ ............ " ........................... " " : ' : " ' " ' " "  ............ " .......... " " " " " ' ' "  ::::::::.' : :..: .. .'~:.;: ;:.:..' ~:. '.: : : :;:;: : : ..:;:;: : : : : : : : .:.:.:;:.:.: :~ v~ ~ ...~ .~ ~.... .~:~:.:.:.:~:v~.~.v.~....~....~.~...~..~ ...... 
~lim•lmi•nl•ll•llii•lilil•iil•a•n•il|•U•iil••ili| 
- -  "Lending tea spendthrift is pelting a'dog Be A Plumber s Helper And Save On Bath Remodeling ., 
. " " ,= nr,werb " Thousands of cost-con- I with meatballs Chme ,- I . . . .  seious home remodelers 1 
• l i ~ l l l i ~ i ~ a f f i  these days are bringing their 
eO O e O e l w , , ,  ~ ~ ~q lw~IF  old-fashioned b,athroomScUaP 
¢- ~ -~--,nnvmuwnv ~ to gate--at prices tney a 
- - J -  DOUGLAS lab  "7/O/ff/f_lftal ~ af fo rd .  . . . . .  ~ [] . . . . . . . . . . . . .  [ ]  
z BE/ !  s~ CHANNEL w . . . . . . . .  I Instead of turning the [] SAUNA BATHIs lust one of the many • 
f ir p'~f |--.~.-- ~ . . . .  y ~ entire project eve/to a pro- [] features of this near new Bench residence, mm 
\ ~, |~ \ IKI~AL/ W fessional, they arrange be- m Nicely situated on a paved street, four 
~.~l~ ' I T r t  • fo rehand wi th  their local bedrooms, two baths plus, fireplace, at. • 
~ ~ , ~ .  " " ' *  I k  licensed plumbing con(rat- 
S ~.,-~amm~.,-,~ ___  ~ for to do much of the less • lathed carport, sundeck, family room. • 
• Economical • natural gas heat and hot • • 6324721 , skilled preliminary work 
• - -  - -  • themselves. And they rely iwafer ,  Owner may trade for trailer, or m 
: aL on their contractor to help ~tra i le r  on' a large rural property . m 
• W them select a new bath.or ' m preferrably. Priced at ~9,000. 3.bedroom 1400 sq. ft. home on BQbslen i
: : ~ra~i~n~f  ~hs~ !  ~b!  ~ i offers lots of living space at an attractive _B 
DZE~:  : '  ; :~ '  " • Great location, good value in this CMHC price. Large L/shaped living room: dining : 
~b/s  t isconi;rb~a~cg!ora;tP!aa~C~ m-qualified 2 bedroom h°me °n a large rcom' smar'T K|tcnen an-a-s-epara'te'au'na-rY i i E :  ! ~ i ? i :  ~ i ~ !  i r home is room all Tot on,y r~z,0oo LiSTea ex • corner lot. This deal sfarte .' "•  
OFFICIAL BLOCK B~OBM~TSSOCIAT EALERS • situated at 3517 Kalum, close ,o all con. duslvely. • 
• venlences. Phone today for an ap. ~ ........ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i • poInlment o view. Listed exclusively at 
"The  Per fo rmers  : ',n;t~:~tui?en. ° f the new ba handling and installation, well as your wall and : °sly $27'000' so why n°f make an 0fret? L ~  
s lan  ml l l l l  • •A IB iSAA [ " This wil l '  Y " A smart  choice today curtain colors. . • . . . . . .  
q¢ I I l~  l i l l *H  t l$ l l l l l i .~  ~ two basically simple opera- might  be s four-piece This means if you get the 
• l l i  .===i=. mww . . . . . .  • tEens: . Owens-C, orn ing Fiberglas urge to palntthewal isa dif- 
I k  f~_____ : . . :~ ._  ..,.__..~.,,~..;I,~. ~ Removing the tub sur/ shower or tub/shower unit, ferent color in the future, 
~L~O. l . ss~su~& ~©.#~l~u--~.  j r ~ round" Most new-tub instal. Its three walls olus tub or you can easily replace the • ,,,,,~,.ced tO 3 1/~ 070 • lation ,~ require taking off shower base come packaged vinyl panel for perfect col- i l L  ............. L ]~ I@ ............. EB  CHURCHILL DRIVE cute three bedroom ~m 
" ~  "= ~ the old, cracking tile area in cartons that fit through or coordination. : l l ~ ~ _ _ ~ i , ~ l  bungalow with aflached garage, Franklin ~= 
~Z ~ surrounding the tub. For a any standard dear, averting Whatever your ideas ere • ' ~  ~'~/ . . . .  '~ fireplace, all wall to wall carpet. En suite • 
ure like an Owens • You Eel  the same • new fixt . ; costly d( or removal or wall- for your hath remodeling, • . .~ bath off Master bedroom. A nice • 
• '~ • Coming Fiberglas Tun/ breaking. The components it's , good idea to consult • Rural but close to schools and town. residential area. Try your offer, Asking • 
• ~,n~' ,=, , ) ;nn~!  =n~.*~;,~,= ~',~=. !,=~,~ ~ Shower Unit- which comes are precision-molded for with your licensed neighbor- • 145x600 (2 Acres) at 3137 Kofoed Drive $36,800. m 
• j~u , /©oos ,~, ,u® o~,,~,,~,~ 3u-  ,~oo , . .  • with its own walls you watertight assembly, making hood cdntractor in the early • with barn and corral and over 1200 sq. ft . . . . . . .  -- 
s~m I remove the plaster , , • • " P Y .. time.consuming (and (xpen- stages. • residence with 4 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 2 0O ACRES within Municipality. _
. . f f i  . . . . . . . .  completely, to expose me siva) tile.setting unnecessary, lie can show you WllyS t!) H bathrooms and basement rec room. A well ,,De..velopmen! potential here for ~eformer. : 
w DnUGLAS OHAHIIEL "PERFORIII;" I I  studs, Usesnor(linsryham: Because the tub and meet your fami ly hullt ;kepthome, prlcedet146,5001tlswellworfh sprlng creeK golf course slte./owest0t i 
" _ . . . . . . .  • met, wear work gloves, and wal l ,  are not m~.(Irilled, needs within your home s • looking Into. An exclusive listing, the College. M.L.S. . • 
WE OFFER SERVIOES I I I  . .  make the kids earn their your plumber can quickly structural limitotions, e or • ,. • 
• ~ allowances by carrying' out ,nd easly dr them on the example, the 54-inch cam- • A,E  Le  Page L imi ted  Coast  ~ Coast  Rea l  Es ta te  Service ' m a 
• • the old tile ~nd plaster. . spot to fit your exist ng out. pact version of the Owens- 
• APPRAISALS.PROPERTY MANAGEMENT • Remouin. the old /)Uh: iets-adotherbig,avlng, Coming tub/shower unit • ' ' "~ ~H 
. . . .  =ffi Usually the heat wsy)t do These units  of fer  the may leave enough extra 
w " '  " "= ' "  " ' " ' L 'P I IEN1 . ,  itisto get acfr/endit,;:u Wo(; heavy-duty strength for sp0ceforhedly'neededstnr" " i -  S2_ .S2Sl ~, ,o .~ : 
• L iD  irk==@ - I l l=il l ;  U • to help you a y steady family use. The age faclllties, or fit perfectly - .... . v v v  vvv  H, ir fy 5ml l t i ' i -  : n.15 ?H76 - 
. a= the house. If it proves too rugged reinforcing rihs give in that StuB'liar #pace !}e- " ~ ~I~iT /M( I : /£1 :  AV I :  ~ i . , ,  :t,.;, kL, r " " 635:4931 : 
• OANADA WIDE HEFERRIL  SERVIOE -~ heavy or bulky, ask your the "solid" quality feel you neath the stairs to provme - "~rv. • - - . , . - - . -v - -  .w~. ,  • . . • " . :  
• contractor for advice on want in a tuh-shower, a convenient second hath. - : Hehm G~ll)('rt~on 63~ 3~0~ • 
&, unnYn|nH I RENTALS • breaking it uI, into smeller They come in while or By splitting up the work- " TERRACE, B,C, : ~, ; , , , , , ' , ' . ' " '~ ,  : 
~, mgn l ln lmu __ piece, before removal, neutral hone, with,  choice h)nd with un experienced ~ _~ = .. 
. . . . . . . .  Your plumherwill tell you nf ~even color.(.o( rdinuted pro fess iona l ,  you t*,n . , |  
n i l  W| l l i l  ¥O l l l~9 .  JUST  l l l l  US i beforehand that s major vinyl panels Io match or achieve U bathroom, y().u ! : ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER L ISTINGS.  : 
~n - - i  ibm=, .,ww . . . . . . . . . . .  __~,  consideration in ehnusinR n cnml)lement he I)orcehlln he proud of--at a p.rlce that 
~ ~ • 0 • ~ • ~ • ~ • ~ • • ~  new fixture is ,Ls eesc (,f hue, of other f, xtures, ,is i,*il~ht fi)ryournuoget. ,Ihllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
dlreoted to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
within 10dsys of expiry of an 
advertisement " w i l l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss.. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser reque.stlng space 
that the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ed- 
vertlsement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ed. 
vertlser for only one in- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the in. 
correct or omlffed Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability foany event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
col~',, nationality, ancestry 
'or place of origin, or because 
'his age Is between 44 and 65 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 52.00 per, 
Insertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
Skeena District Girl Guides' 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are in. 
terested please call 635-3061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
Sl.25 mailed. 
(:LASSlFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
.NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge ~.00 per 
Insertion. 
Skeene Valley Fall Fair will 
be sponsoring a bus trip for 
these people wishing to at. 
tend the Smlthers Bulkley 
Valley Fall Fair. 
The bus will leave the front 
of the Terrace Hotel at 7:30 
a.m. on Aug. 26th & return 
from Smlthers fairgrounds 
at 6 p.m. Aug. 261h. 
Price - $12.00 return 
$8.00 return, special rate for 
senior citizens 
Non.refundable tickets. 
For more Information and-or 
tickets please phone 635.2494 
or 635-7019. 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There IS help 
Available !
Phone 635:5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Meetings: • 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND Church 
TRANSI  ENT AD-  Thurs. or Sat. 8:30p.m. Mills 
VERTISING: . 
13.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$6.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
Memorial Hospital. 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Skeena Health Unit ' 
3215-2 Ebl/Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
DISPLAY: the services offered locally 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to.'bY your Health Unit Staff: 
publlcotion day. ' CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
ALL CLASSIIJIED CASH 
WITH ORDER other than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
. Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
' 1:30.3:50 p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
- Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
fourth Friday of every 
month from 1:30- 3:30 p.m. 
years, unless the conditioo is Please phone for an ap- 
[ustifled by a bona fide Service charge of $$,80 on all polntment. 
requirement for the work • N S F cheques. . Babysltters' who bring 
Involv.ed., . . .  : . . . . . .  '~" ~ . ~ ~ - chl dren must have ~ parents 
: . . . .  ~, ' . : : -  ~ : . i " ! , ' ' : "~" . * "~ ' ! , . . :  ~I.~. , . ,  " i ~ '~WEDDING ..... D.~SCRIP.-wrltten consent for Im- 
St~rllng Publisher's Ltd. TIONS: munlzation. 
Published at Terrace 
B.C. 5 daysa week 
Monday to Friday, mornb, g~ 
PUBLISHER 
Laurie Mallett 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective October 1, 
1977 
Province of " " 
~ ,Brt. sllC°umbi°.. 
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 36.00 
By Mail 3 ruth 12.00 
By Mail 6 ruth 22.00 
By Mail year 40.00 
Senior Citizen year 
20.00' 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604.635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
The Catholic Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday in 
October, at Verltss Hall. 
Skeena Valley Rebekah 
Lodge . Rummage Sale . 
August 26th, 10 am to 2 pm 
Fall Bazaer November 4th 
Both In Elks Hall 
Registration for this 
season's Terrace Figure 
Skating Club will be held 
Tuesday, September 5 from 4 
- 6 p.m, and Saturday, 
September 9 from 1 • d p.m. 
at the Terrace arena senior 
citizens room. The club is 
open to beth boys and girls 
and there are no age limits. 
This year's club pros will be 
Brenda Sofly and Jeanne 
Arther. 
Wqht w;t~ws mNft.~ 
heldevery Tueeday at 7 p,qn. 
at tho Knox United Church 
No charge provided news 
submifled within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
woddlng and.or engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write.ups) received one 
month or more after event 
$10.00 charge, with or 
Without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIF IED AN-  
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths. 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could Use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet everyTuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
635-3747 or 635:3023. 
Reprints of photos which 
appear in The Herald are 
now available through our 
office. 5x7prlnts are $4 each 
end 8xl0 prints are ~.  
Photos can be ready within 
48 hours from the time the 
order Is made. All reprints 
must be prepaid. For more 
Information drop Into our 
office at 3212 Kalum, or write 
us at Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 4B4. 
Is your son Interested In 
SCouts. If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
registration for September. 
Max number will be 24. If 
Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635-3553. Fees will be 
$20.00 per boy. Anyone In. 
terested In helping with 
~c° u t .s._p!e_ase.call.: . . . . .  
Rope Relief 
Abortion Councelling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
63841308 
Hell, 4997' L!zelle Avenue. ' 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monday, Wed. 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap- 
pointment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
those who need it on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4 year old children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. • ; 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
8, RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
ternoon at 1:00 - 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
J Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SAN ITATION 
The public health Inspectors 
are now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
to assist with any sanitation 
problems. 
Speech and Hearing Clinic 
Held at 4612 Greig Avenue. 
Hearing tests will be done by 
by referral from family 
doctor or community health 
nurse. 638.1155_.. 
Pregnant and In need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to. 
Life promoters: 
Lisa st 635.3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna 81 635-4503 
LONG TERM CARE 
Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for'Long Term 
Care. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.4721 
Lazelle. Tel 635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance, 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
A Heather-Tartan Society is 
being formed with the in. 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural interest and events. 
Interested persoris should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
~35-7456 as s0~on as possible 
i Join the 
BLOCK PARENT 
program 
call 
635-3164 
I I 
SKEENACENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Senior Citizens of the 
Terrace and Thornhill area 
the following services - 
• Activity Centre for hen. 
dicrafts 
. Day Care for working 
people" 
• 'Drop.in for compenlomhlp 
8, coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 0.4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Lodge 
635-2265 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
EIIdrlcal and Refrlgerotlml 
contrad. 
'House wiring. 
LU-S176 
(clf) 
GEMINI EXCAVATING 
LTD. 
(Was Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Hourly & Contract 
635-3479anytime 
(A J12) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
RUPERT STE EL  & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
We buy copper, brass ell 
metals and batteries. 
Location - Seal Cove 
Open fill 5 p.m. t~n. to Sat. 
P, Ione 624.5639 
'THE HOBBY HUT;. 
Ce¢amlc supplies and 
Greenware, air  brushing 
available - custom tiring. 
3936 McNeil St. 
635-9393 
DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
Reconditioned bikes and 
repairs. 
Reasonable rates. 
1931 Queensway Dr. 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
~l~or Immed[e, te delivery 
'- " ' Septic System ' 
Specialists 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635.3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
2 dogs, a large grey mix 
male and a medium golden 
brown female. Reward for 
return. Phone 638-1490. (p4. 
18) 
APPRAISERS 
are requlre.d by the B.C. 
Assessment Authority for its 
Northwest Area Assessment 
Office located In Terrace. 
Duties include: under 
minimal supervision, per- 
forming moderately com- 
plex residential, commercial 
and light industrial ap- 
praisals; abil ity to co- 
ordinate and be responsible 
for specific mass apprslsal 
projects; preparation of land 
va luat ion  schedules;  
researching, developing and 
maintaining current price 
castings es a supplement o 
existing cost valuation' 
manuals; field work and 
travel as required; other 
related duties as assigned. 
Applicants will possess 
secondary  schoo l  
graduat ion;  successful 
completion of appraisal 
courses 1 and 2 leading to 
accreditation (A.A.C.I. or 
R.I.(B.C.)) Diploma or 
equivalent; a minimum of 
21/2 years .appraisal ex. 
perlence preferably sup- 
plemented by technical 
courses relating to building 
trades or University 
education In related fields; 
ability to meet, deal tactfully 
and communicate ar- 
ticulately with the general 
public; clear and valid 
driver's Ilcence. A lesser 
qualified applicant may be 
appointed at an entry level 
appraisal position with 
corresponding salary. 
Monthly Salary: $1509.73 . 
S1786.90 
Competition No. 78 - 80 
Closing Date: August 25, 1978 
Application forms may be 
obtained from the various 
assessment offices located 
throughout the province. 
Please direct completed 
application forms to: 
Director . Personnel 
B.C. Assessment Authority 
1537 Hillside Avenue 
VICTORIA, B.C. 
VaT 4Y2 
Wanted chambermaid plus '~ J J l l iB : | l ] , ' , l ;~~ ~ 67 Rover T.C. 2000. 4 speed, 
olher duties. Steady part. ~ ~ 63,000 miles. Leather 
time, leading to' full-time, upholstry. 6 radials. 635.4709 
after 6. (p3.15) Starting $4.00 per hr..Only 
mature, conclencous, Trade your house or mobile For Sale. Coffee Truck 
reliable person wi th  ex- home for a house in sunny Business. Est. 51/2 years. 1973 GMC 1 ton Flat Deck. 
porlence & ref. need' apply, Penticlon, I yr old house, Good potential. Phone 635. Automaticlransmission. 635. 
Write Box 1182, Terrace stucco, 1188 sq ft, carpeted, 4350 after 4 p.m. (p 10.55). 6945. (p3.15) 
Herald on 2 floors, 2 fireplaces, 2 
uti l i ty hookups, and 1 Fiat 128 SW 1974 • good 
Fullorpart-time. Hereisan bedroom in law suite. 3 condition. Standard tran- 
opportunity to  earn extra blocks to lake. Phone 635. smission, front wheel drive, 
money', $6 . $8 per hour, 4380 ask for Dal. (p5-15) 1976 Grand Prix SJ. Good radial tires, AM radio. 2 
Tralnlng Is available. For condition, air conditioning, winter tireson rlms. $1800 or 
interviews Call Marnle 635. PS, PB, 455 cu. In. etc. best offer. Call 635.9444 or 
4501anytime (Fuller Brush) Serious offers only. Phone 638-1418. (p3.15) 
(ctf) 638.1604. (p10.23) 
2 bedroom duplex suite in Open for Salvage Bids 
town. Fridge and stove. 635. Truck. 1971 Ford F250, PS, 1 - 1974 Dodge Dart at 
5464. (p3-t7) PB. Heavy Duty Sport Riverside Auto Wrecking. 
custom. Low mileage, good 
mechanical condition. 635- I -  1976 Chevrolet Custom 49. ~HOMES :~ 
GO~/ERNMENTOF B.C. 5048. (03-16) Delux; 4 wheel drive, Heavy SALE L Duty Camper Special with FOR CLERK TYPIST 2 " . '73 Truck, 8' camper with canopy at Nugent Body & 
jacks, and Insulated canopy, Paint Works, Kalum Lake 
FOR: Ministry of the At- For Sale, 4 year old 4 1/2ton P. Up, PB PS, $2700or Road. 
forney General - Sheriff's bedroom house with best offer. 635-9448 ' 
Office, Terrace fireplace, work-room, rec 
room, patio, fenced in yard. For Sale: 1971 GMC Van- 1 • 1970 Ford Pick.up 
REQUIRES: 2 years View at 4640 Walsh, or phone 
clerical experience and a 635.26~7. Asking $62,000. (pS- dura, PB, New rebuilt All bids are to bewrltten and 
engine. New paint. Asking submitted to: typing speed of 50 w.p.m. 16) 
Canadian citizens are $3100. Phone 635.2080 after 6 Brouwer& Co. 
given preference. Home For Sale: p.m. (p5-16) 3238 Kalum 
Terrace, B,C, SALARY: $985.$1077 plus One year old three 1974 Plymouth Road Runner. 635.7173 
isolation allowance of bedroom home. Walnut 
$52.80 cabinets, w to W carpets, 400 mag. c.w extras. 635.9523 (c10.22) 
Obtain applications from with part ial ly finished after 5. (p5.16) 
and return to: basement. Fully land- For Sale, 1969 Fargo Van. 1970 Ford Fiesta, Brand new 
scaped on paved st. Phone condtt on, coon to offers. 632. 
SHERIFF'S OFFICE after 6 pm 635-7367. 635.7639. (p5.16) 
COURT HOUSE 5271. (c5-15) 
4506 Lakelse By owner, modern Leaving town and must sell 
1973 Mazda pickup. Low 1974 Ford I/2 ton 360 
Terrace, B.C. bedrooms, nicety kept, w.w, mileage. Very clean con- automatic with radial tires 
near schools, centrally dition. Call 635.6391 after 6, electric ignition. Phone 635. 
Needed Avon represen- located. 10 percent 790.2567, ask for Bob. 9580 after 4. (p10-17) 
tatives in the following .assumable mortgage.  
areas: Asking in 3O's. Phone 638- 
North Kalum, Graham Ave, 1970. (nc3.15) 
Golf Course. Phone 635-2517 ' ~:::.:::::::::::-<:::::::;:::::::::::::::::.:.:;:::::::::~`::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Moving to Terrace, require 
3-4 bedroom home,  w i l l  
WE NEED YOU maintain, willL.8 to rmt  or 
• Engine and Turret l ease ,  references,  secur i ty  
• c~aton s9.12.mur deposit, mature family of 
three.  Refer  inquir ies to The  
Milling ,'Vachine. Operators Hera ld  Box 1178, Terrace, 
$9,12.hour 
B.C. (Cff) 
Radial Drill Q0erators 
~.Sg.hour 
e Location:. Surrey; BIC.I. , i,.i :~ 
• 10 minutes ~ u.s. ~rder' ::i: 
1 15 minutes frpm New Westminster 
30 minutes from Vancouver 
l~ple housing for rent or purchase. 
At Gearmatic we produce fine ,,m~4 ............ J.. . . . . . . .  ;~.:~ 
quality industrial winches FOR SALE BY OWNER 
(mechanical nd hydra~JIIc) 2 Bdrm, full Bsmt, Rec. 
in a good v~orldng envirmmmt. Rm, 2 full Baths, 2 Take this Opportunity o~o'k 
with an ambitious team and Fireplaces, w w carpet, 
en[oytheadv~'~tagesofruralltving. IB e;undeck, many extras. 
Call us now .- or co,tact your Located on bench on 
local Canada Ma~ C.mter nner St. To view call 635. 
for mm'e information ~905 
6earmafic Company Boarding homes for high 1400 - 13~1 Slre~ 
Sun'ey, 6.C. ~T 4)(4 school students to attend 
school in Terrace from 
September 78 to June 30, 1979 
room and beard rate S175 per 
month. For further in- 
formation DIAL 635-7127 local 
Wanted to Buy, used 19 (c20.20) 
refri gerator suitable for 3 bedrooms, wall to wall 
cottage. 635.3423. If no an. carpeting, carport and close 
swer please keep trying. (p3- to school. $26,500.00. Phone 
16) 635.4334. (p5-19) INDEPENDENT SERVICE STATION 
/ OR 
Truck canopy for sale. 638- Four bedroom, near new GAS BAR OWNERS 
8458. (p3.15) house, w.w carpeting, large SELL UNDER THE MOHAWK SIGN AND KEEP 
lot located on a quiet street 
Just arrived at Oueeaswqy In Terrace. For Information YOUR INDEPENDENCE. 
Trading, Fresh Salmon roe, call Prince George 962.6662. 
while It lasts. (c6.18) If you are in or thinking of getting Into the gasoline 
business be one of the growing numbers of successful 
Round-up metal canopy Mohawk Dealers in Canada. 
sliding windows, vent on top. 
$350. For details write to: 
Four,1200 15" tires mounted Wanted to Rent. Responsible 
on white spoked, 8 hole couple urgently requires 2 Box 1870, Prince George, B.C. or Phone: 962.8414 
wheels. Low mileage, bedroom accomodatlon. 
$375.00. Phone 638.1920. (c5- References available, Phone MoHAwK OFFERS YOU: 
17) Angela at 635-6585. 8:30 - 
4:30, 635.6447 after 6 p.m. 1. Independence in your operation 
Excellent hay for sale from Two responsible working 2. Many money saving programs 
storage. Price reasonable• 3. Full line of related products 
Phone 845.7707 Houston• girls need accommodation for Sop. I. Phone 638-8168 4. 100 percent Canadian Owned Company 
lc10-19) Days or 635.6946 evenings. (cft.TI 
54. BUSINESS For Sale: Paper (roll ends) and waste-paper suitable for 
crafts. Pick upby the Iol at PROPERTY 
the Herald office. 
Choice Property For Sale 
Wanted 175 motor for Just under 1 acre corner 
Kawasskl motor bike. Phone property with paved street 
635.3268 after 6 pm or Gord at in front• 
635.4941 during the day. (sift Four rental units with new 
plumbing & hot water Applications are beinE taken for vadous 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CDN tanks. 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- Two bedroom house, with 
5092 (clf) work shop cement floor, full l ime and  pad-time positions 
Very good weft two big 
gardens & lawn with trees 39. MARINE , L shrubs, starling in September. 
Room for expansion on 
corner very reasonable for 
20 ft Flat bottom riverboat c. cash some terms possible. 
w motor & tandem trailer. Some lumber & many 
Phone 635.9523 afferl,5. (pC. extras mostly all fur. Please apply in person to: 
16) 'li. rtished. 
i l ,,, Apply: R.A. Clark • 635• 
FOR SALE, 14 foot Surf 3198 after 6p,m. (p10-37 ,  W o o l w o r t h  
Tamer fiberglass beat, 35 
HP Mercury outboard with 
trailer. Phone 635.2890 or 
iracle for 0 foot camper. (.3- 464'/Lakelce Ave, 
15) 
1.5acres, All year spring fed 
For Sale, all steel beat and creek, Very secluded and 
trailer with 75 H.P, motor to nicely freed, One mile from 
view at 3857 Dobble St. town. Asking $11,900. Write 
Phone 635.3101. (p5-18) POX 714 Terrace. (p20.17) 
i I I I I • 
\,  
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For Sale 1978 Dodge Van less 
than 4,000 km, super price. 
Phone 635-6781. (p10-18) 
1977 Chev Mallbu Classic. 
Uke new condition. Phone 
635-7083 offer 5 p.m. (p5-19) 
1976 Nova 350. phone 635- 
30110. (p3-17) 
1974 Datsun 710, 4 spd. S 
summer & s winter radials. 
Radio, tape deck, good 
condition. Best Offer. 635- 
2O84. (p5.19) 
FOR SALE 
iMMEDIATELY I I I 
1975 Datsun pickup In ex- 
cellent condition, 2000 
Engine, Wlnebago canopy, 
new winter snow tires, radio, 
&track, 21,000 miles. Best 
Offer. 
Ask for Carol. 635-9101 Week- 
days, 9.S. 638-8255 after 6 & 
weekends. (p4.18) 
Here it Is, Must Selll 
'67 Glendale, 2 bedroom 
insulated ioey shack, porch 
& roofed entrance. Set up & 
skirted In Skeena Valley 
Trailer Park. Excellent unit 
for young couple or bachelor. 
Kitchen & living room 
refinished, c.w frldge, stove 
washer & dryer. Has to be 
seen to be appreciated. Well 
taken care of. Contact Bill or 
Vicky at C13 - 188S Queen. 
sway to view. (p3-16) 
] I I 
MOBILE HOMES 
New mobile homes from 
as low as $100.00 down. 
0.A.C. 
trades welcome 
Pchff ne c°llect 591"510 _ 
Rent or Purchase 1972 12x68 
Paremont house trailer with 
fireplace near stores and 
s'O£001s;.ow private lot. Rent 
$255. per month with option 
to buy or purchase $9,500 
open to offers. Will carry 
second morgsge if nec. 
Phone 112.762.4612. Write 
Joe Rorke, Gen Deh Win- 
field, B.C. (ctf) 
I I III 
Mobile Home 
Immediate Belivery~i~. 
To Your Locpt!on~ .., 
are now available on ou~ 
rovely 14 wide one 
Joublewide mobile homes. 
You choose your decor, anc~ 
em custom build to suit. 
~overnment grant of $2500 
applicable. Expense paid 
rare Vancouver - Return. 
For free credit check and 
~pproval please phone 
:ollect. 
=arker Homes of Canada 
.td. 
m.s.7 
(c18-23) 
I 
1974 Ambassador trailer 
bedroom, lV~ baths, low 
shack, sundeck, set-up, and 
skirted at Timberland 
Trnllor Court no. 22. Phone 
635-5971. (p10-18) 
10xso' - 2bedroom trailer for 
. sale. Set.up In trailer court. 
Large lacy shack. For quick 
sate $2,500 or highest offer. 
Phone 635.5582. (c5-13) 
I I  I l l  I 
55" Snfewsy doublewlde 
14,10 sq ft. Includes all 
maior appliances, large 
garden shed and fencing. 3 
bedrooms, 2 full baths, and 
fireplace. Set up and fully 
skirted In Codarview at no. 
31.4819 Quoonsway Drive 
(T imber land Tra i ler  
Park). $26,000 Phone 635. 
9429. (eft) 
For Sale: 1976 McGinnls 
12x68 Trnllor with gx16 Jney 
shack & 8'x24' Veranda. 3 
.bdrms & will sell furnished 
~ForSaie, 2S' Citation motor 
home. Made by Bendix. 
Fully equipped. In excellent 
condition. Very low mileage. 
Phone 632.~.  (c10.11) 
FIBER IN THE SUGAR BOWL 
Job opportunities is HEALTHIER FOR DRINKS 
Putting a natural dietary . . . . . .  
..Further details on 1he 
following lobs are to be 
obtained by calling thn 
Terrace office of the Canada 
Employment Centre at 135. 
For Sale. 1976 Start'raft ent 7134. 
trailer with stove, frldge, 
furnace and canopy. Like Vocatimal insU'uctor-l,?27 
new condition. Phone 635- - 2,239 too. To instruct 
3241. students all theory & repair 
• d dieeel engines 5 menths 
appointment. Terrace. 
HEAD LIFE GUARD - 8~d$ fiber In the sugar bowl will 
hour. Stewart. Must have help increase your family's 
bronze medal, must have awaronees of its benefits, 
national life saving award or and two new recipes make it 
equivalent, easy to add fiber to drinks 
at the table. 
TYPING INSTRUCTOR- A dietary fiber supple- ment recommended for the 
t9.00 hr. Terrace. Must be sugar bowl b refined from 
fully able to teach typing at the husks of psyllium seed, 
level of basic typing, in- known in the Southwest as 
termediste or advance. Indian wheat, and available 
in Metamusii, a bu lk -  
CLERICAL INSTRUCTOR - producing aid. One rounded 
.~;.00 hr. Tei'race. To teach a teaspoonful can be mixed in 
ACitO~8 t3 To vex Z Rusai~ 11 UMefmke 
I YachUng tl  Actor's cue river I~ P/gem pm 
award ~ Poiafed arch S South zZ lmmud~ 
4 To crack ~ Move aside American w0tm 
8 A gripe ~S lender bet countr~ mRd~- -  
I~ Exist N Sacred.lmll 4 Judges' IS Ct@m 
13 River to ~ A d~elter chambe~ M LO~. 
the Aisne (Fr.) | Hawk Mhance 
14 Singer U Corrida par~ 11 To nmmmm 
Fitzgerald cheer. S A chest Z8 Thnber wait 
15 Common WLeue '; To tern" 0it I$ Ab0ve 
level ~ Morsels 8 Decsidtate 118 Mngichm's 
18 Temporary 61SoUl's 9 W~iach or red 
expedient grandfather Whitney 11 Japanese 
Does your building need 
exterior painting? Call 635. 
4906 Kermode Friendship 
Centre. hEave name and 
phone number for Terry. 
.Free Estimate. (stf) 
r ,'." ] 
/ Invitation to T ende r 
Sealed Tenders, marked 
Janitorial Services for 
Stewart Court House will be 
received upto 3:00 p.m. local 
time the 7th day of Sap- 
tember 1978, and those 
available at that time will be 
opened in public at British 
Columbia Buildings Cor. 
poration, 4827 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 11(7 
Tendering docu.monts may 
be obtained at the above 
address after 9:00 a.m. on 
the 15th day of August 1978. 
Tenders must be flled on the 
forms provlded, In sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes. 
The lowest, or any Tender 
will not' necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
(c2-1S) ' 
BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  
HYDRO 
AND POWER AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders for Janitorial 
Services Kltimat, B.C. 
CONSTRUCTION 
DINING ROOM WAITRESS 
- $3,5o - $4.0o per hour, 
D.O.E. Terrace. Shift work, 
prefer experienced. 
Walter-Waitress - $3.00 hr. 
Terrace. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
BOOKKEEPING IN- 
STRUCTOR - $3.00 hour 
Terrace. Must be thoroughly 
conversant with all aspects 
(g bookkeep~g & able t( 
work Independently --  
communicate. 
Computer Operator- 
1900DOE. Terrace. Mustbe 
able to Work Sat. and Sun. 
Scme experience r quired. -
IBM. 
Stenographer- ;600- $~0 
DOE. Terrace. Legal ex- 
per ienee  pre fer red .  
Minimum 2 years office, 50 
w.mp. typing & dictaphone. 
SCALER- Union. Terrace. 
Permanent, full-time. Must 
be fully experienced. Prefer 
coast license. 
Instructors - 19.00 hour. 
Terrace. Instructors for 
specific topics in home skills 
(include handyman) Arts & 
Crafts, Academic, 
Vocational, General interest 
and self help. 
TEACHER- Negotiable. 
Terrace-lskut. Grade 6 & 7. 
Transportation i cluded in 
salary, t Years probation 
Reference No. Q8-6219 __,....,Teacher of Hearing - lm- 
Neg. Terrace. Must Closing Date: 12 September ~uB. ~ • Certified. 
1978 
Reglst~ed Nares - $1124 
Sealed tenders clearly month. Terrace. Care of 
marked as above-referenced ixltlenis in ICU maintenance 
will be received In Room (~ eqnipment. Responsible 
1026, B.C. Hydro and Power .to head nurse. Shift work 8 
Authority Building, 970 l:)er~ont VP. Itoom and 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, '.Roard provided at cost. 
B.C, .V6Z-1Y3 unt}l 11;00 AM ~ ' . . . .  
I o~ltime,]2..,Se~emt~er 1978. Clerk Typixt il l - $905. 
Terrace. To procens civil & 
Details may be obtained criminai d0cumente, answer 
from the office of the Pur- enquiries etc; 
chasing Agent, 10th Floor, 
970 Burrard Street, Van- Head Cook - $1,100 - $1,300 
couver, B.C.' VBZ 1Y3, permonth. Terrace. Must 
telephone 663.2577 and 663. be experienced. Days and 
2560. hours vary. 
(c1-15) 
'COCKTAIL WAITRESS - 
TENDER D.O.E. Terrace. Shift work, 
FOR prefer experienced. 
TENDERS are being 
received for the construction 
of CITY CENTRE 
RECREATION 
FACILITIES, KITIMAT, 
B .C . ,  as original ly ad- 
vertised, August 9, 1970. 
THE TENDER CLOSING 
DATE has been chsnged to 
4:00 p.m., Thursday, Sap- 
tember 14, 1978. 
PLANS AND 
SPECIFICATIONS may be 
obtained by general con- 
tra~.tors frorn the office of 
the architects, Carlberg 
Jackson Partners, 313 Sixth 
Street, New Westminster, 
B.C. or from the Building 
and M~lntenance Depart. 
meat, District of Kltlmat, 270 
City Centre, Klllmot, B.C., 
after 1:00 p.m., Monday 
August 21, 197g. 
Mr. B. de Klaine, Mlnlcipal 
Manager 
District of Kltlmat 
270 City Centre 
Kitlmat, B.C. 
V8c 1T6 
clerical "¢efrushe~r" CO~Se. either of the two new 
Must "have thorough drinks. . . . . .  
knowledge of clerical field The first, rmney ~pice 
' Swizzle," is a light, refresh- 
Journal Clerk Cashier-~75 ins way to quench thirsty 
roD. Negotaible. Terrace. taste buds, and its recipe 
Must have 40-45 • typing can be used as a guide for 
prefer financial background, adding this dietary fiber to 
• similar drinks. 
Computer Operator - 1850- The "Strawberry-Banana 
$1200 m0. DOE. Terrace. Whirl" is loaded with energy 
Permanent fullttme. Must and high in dietary fiber. 
be experienced on IBM Almost a meal in itself, the 
System 32 ' Must be IBM drink is a practical answer 
trained, Operate 3741 to throe times when you 
Keypunch. ' want sustenance but do not 
feel llke sitting down to a 
'Baker -$7.00 per hour ~o full meal. 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
Jh]U time. Must have ez- HONEY~SPICESWIZZLE 
-~rience. (Sweet Gr;,p#fruit Drink 
with Added Fiber) 
DINING ROOM WAITRESS 1 cup honey 
- $3.5044.00 D.O.E. Terrace, 2 cup# water 
Night shift. Prefer ex-3whdedlspice 
. parlance. ~ whole cloves 
1 stick dnnamon 
COOK SEA FOODS " I c~m (6 ozs.) frozen grape- 
Negot iab le ,  $1,900.00. fruit juice concentrate, 
Terrace. Mustbe fully ex. . thawed 
•porienced.. Evening shifts. I bottle (28 Gas.) lemon- 
lime soda 
Plumber - Union Rate. Metamucfl (psyuium 
Terrace. Must be Jour- hydmphilie mucilloid)* 
Lemon or lime slices 
ncyman & have residential- (optional) 
commercial experience. 
In saucepan, combine 
SECRETARY - STENO - honey, water, allspice, 
D.O.E. Terraes. Must have doves and cinnamon. Bring 
2-3 years minimum office to boa. Reduce heat and 
related business experience, simmer five minutes. Strain 
50 wpm minimum, h~h into pitcher or glass jar. 
degree of accuracy, " Cover and ehlll. Beforeecrv- 
taphone or shorthand, lag, stir in grapefruit juice. 
For each serving, pour 
WAlTER or WAITRESS - about six ounces grapefruit 
$4.58 per hour. Terrace. mixture into 12-ounce glass. 
Permanent full.time. Must Add about one-half cup 
be 19 years of age. Must be 
experienced and have a neat 
appearance. Must be mature 
and responsible. 
Conk - 4.00 Hr. Terrace. S~ift 
work. Experienced in 
complete meals & short 
order & banquets. 
SHEET METAL WORKER - 
Union. Terrace. Must be 
journeyman' or equivalent 
experience• • 
• First Aid Attsndeng- 8.91 Hr. 
Terrace. B ticket or better. 
Camp Job, Free B & R. 
Head Cook - $5.00 per hem'. 
Terrace. Permanent full 
time. Must be fully ex- 
perienced and familiar with 
food costing, staff super- 
vision. References required. 
_ 18 Evade 
soda. If desired, garnish ~0 New Guinea 
with lemon alice. To add port 
dietary fiber, stir in one Zl A melody 
rounded teaspoonful of 
Metamucil, or use one 34Cloys 
packet of Metamuell Instant 28 Sontheastern 
Mix. Stir briskly to dissolve Scelllmd 
powder. Serve immediately. 32 Profound 
Makes six servings, each.33Egg s 
about 210 calories. 
STRAWBERRY-BANANA 34 Kind of 
WHIRL duck 
(High-Energy, High-Fiber 35 EduenU0n 
Luncheon Drink) era. 
I plat strawberry ice cream 37 To incline 
I package (10 oz.) frozen 35 Of noble 
strawberries, thawed 
2 ripe bananas birth 
2 bottles (7 oz. each)dub 41 Method 
soda, chilled 
Metamucil (p#yllium Z : 
hydrophilic muclllold)* 
Sweetened whipped cream 
Strawberry halves 
(optional) 
* Or use Metamucil 
Instant Mix 
In blender container, com- 
bine ice cream, strawberries 
and bananas. Blend on high 
until smooth. 
To serve, divide mixture 
among four 10-ounce 
glasses. Top each with one- 
half bottle club soda and 
stir. To add dietary fiber, 
stir in one rounded tea- 
spoonful of Metamucll to 
each serving', or use one 
packet of Metamucil Instant 
Mix. Stir briskly to dissolve 
powder. Top with whipped "" l 
cream. If desired, garnish 
with strawberry halves. 
Serve immediately. Makes 
four servings, each about 
315 calories. 
DOWN 10 A sprite 
1 Ham or Cod 11Plump 
Average solution time: 2'/rain. 
7-10 
Answer to Saturday's puzzle. 
_. . 
I:l-- 
CLAIMS STENOGRAPHER 
BABYSITTING " VACAN- - $1,014.36 per month. Must 
CIES- Interested applicants have Gr. 12, must have 60 
f0r babysitting vacancies wpm dietetyplng & adding 
must be registered with machine xperience. Prefer 
Canada Employment Centre office experience & 
& provide at least ~. letters of knowledge of Medical ter- 
l 
II 
How 
TREES CAN SHADE YOU 
from high energy costs. 
Just about everybody 
knows the shade from a tree 
can make life much more 
bearable on hot days, but 
did you know a lounge chair 
under a canopy of leaves is 
in a temperature as much as 
eight degreas lower than the 
open area around it? If the 
same ~ree is shading a win- 
dow from direct sun rays, 
the temperature inside can 
be lowered by 20 degrees. 
According to the American 
.Association of Nurserymen, 
other benefits from nature's 
green, growing gifts are 
equally important. 
For example, in meehani- 
ca] air conditioning, air 
washers are designed to pro- 
duce contact between aii, 
and water to transfer heat 
and moisture between the 
two"A~O to remove impuri- 
ties from the air. Trees and 
other plants accomplish this 
naturally on a massive scale. 
One study published by the 
U. S. Department of the 
Interior showed that a 
beech tree standing' done in 
the open releases 75 to 100 
gallons of water into the 
atmosphere during a sum- 
mer day. Expressed another 
way, a mature tree in front 
of a home can produce a 
cooling effect equal to 10 
room~ize air conditioners 
running 20 hours a day. 
All plants are "hlotters," 
soaking up much of the 12 
mill ion tons of pollut- 
ants released into the 
atmosphere each year. 
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7-10 c i typ lOqUIP  
To Beat The Heat 
CPSI  DEVB HCGVBW I CG 'AWD 
Plants cleanse the air by 
photosynthesis: a process B E S E G D A P H A 
by which carbon dioxide ia 
removed from the air and Salurday's Cryptoqulp-- CUTE TOT CHUCKED BUILDING 
oxygen returned to it. For 
every ton of wood, trees BLOCKS ACROSS THE GARDEN. 
release a ton of oxygen and Teday'lCITpt~pchte: P~Nmdsl 
consume one and a half tons The Crypteqnip ls a simple su~_ tituti0n cipher in w l~ .  
of carbon dioxide. An apple letter:used:stands.for.another;~ygu~thin k t~t . . tX~0,  ; 
tree produces•enough oxy- 
gen to supply four people willequulO:thr0ughoat the _ .p~le. Sii~e lette~l, ~0rt words, 
for one year. and words using nn apostrophe can give you clu~ to lo~ti~g 
vowels. Solution is accomplished b~' trial and error. 
You Can Exercise In The Off ce 
The chair you sit in may I i .= I  
not be just a chair. It can   NHII]" 
also be an exerciser. 
By systematically flexing _~/..."~"~(~(~'.-.._'~'~ tJ~l 
and stretching in an office 
chair, you can unobtrusively 
exercise into a more physi- 
cally fit, attractive you at 
opportune moments during 
the business day. . __ 
Unless your doctor Juan FITNESS IS OFTEN OVER-OFFICE SITTERS across 
advised" against it, you can LOOKED as a factor in the country can now par. 
carry out a five-minutes- office worker productivity, t i c ipate  in an all-new 
a-day exercise program 
while you're on the phone with its open-office furni- toning exercile program. 
or just conversing. Or, you ture system. The chair does The exercise booklet pre- 
can utilize unfilled moments things ordinary office chairs sents the company's at- 
while you're sitting in a' often don't do: provide tempt to combat the side 
meeting or doing paperwork comfort, increase produc- effects of today's all.too. 
at your desk. tivity through proper body common sedentary lifestyle, * 
support, in both working say exports at Westinghouse. 
Exercises in the office can and restful positions (no To produce it, the company 
even spill over into the matter what the body size), teamed up with Lilies 
executive conference room, function well, look good Folan, health and physical 
where the executive can and be easy to maintain, fitness expert, and Scan- 
exercise unobserved, accord- 
ing to a new 12-page According to the chair's ~ dinavian Airlines System 
Westinghouse booklet, "Sit- designer Don Albinson, (SAS). SAg had its own series of 
ting Fit--Exercises You Can chairs come in small, in-flight exercises originated 
Do in Your Chair." The medium and large sizes to by Dr. Follm Mo~feldt, 
booklet comes attached to properly support all body Swedish television celebrity 
each office chair in Wasting- types. A three,to-one, and physician to the Royal 
house's new people-oriented double-acting pusture con- 
chair line. trol changes the body angle Swedkh Court, to eneour- 
If you do the recom- but doesn't restrict circula- age passengers tostty fresh 
.mended exercises correctly, tion in legs by raising the and alert during inter- 
they can help tone up your feet off the floor. Both back continental flights. 
upper and lower abdomen, and arms tilt beck. Single copies of both the 
Westinghouse and 8A8. 
posterior and thighs, and Eight basic models, four booklets are available by 
straighten your back• They with arms and four without, writing to the Wastinghouas 
can die help you relax, can convert o nearly 700 Architectural Systems Dlvl- 
The exercise program was different chairs, . using mien, Marketing Communl-. 
developed along with an various combinations of cations Dept., 8400 86th 
office chair that cot- optional components to Street Southeast, Grand 
or onfurnlshed. Phone 635- , responds to the "look" make a chair that fits almost Rapids, Michigan 49508, or 
. . . .  , Westinghouse's architectural ny body comfortably at from any Wastlnghouse 
Park Ave. How's  Your  Knowledge  Of  Tenn is?  ~ systems division created almost any type of job. office fumitumdealer. 
For Sale: three 12'x52', 2 fact score on this quiz, you [ - " : ' -~-~ ^ ,=--. ]l "~- /~% 
bedroom semi-furnished may be every inch the ace ] ~-~-~  ~ ~-¢ II I / /=f~\  
' Safeway Trailers. Units you think you are. ]-------.~ ~P-~'" \~\~.'J: II I ( ( ) ~ 1 
complete with blocking, fuel 1. The woman who intxo- r -~  w,. "P~Ir,~r-"~F¢~ H I ~ \ ~., ! 
nee ~ ~ I- ] tanks, axles and wheels, d d the game of tennis to [ , t~~~, '~ J I I I I I I I l~[  ]  { , )  
Asking $6,000. C, nll J. Hut. the United States was (a) In~..~;~'~ v, ~l~J~4~ )r'/f]JB[ [ ' ~ -  
chlngs Box 727' Stewart' BC' Suzanne Lenglen (b) Guuie ~ i , '~ ,c / /~: j~]~,~r=,  [ ;~ I~ [i requires. 
Phone 636-2660. (pgO-lS) Moran (c) Mary Outerbridge? I~-~[[~.~ f f~r  ~-~..~'t [[ ~ I ]~ / /  :~ 
2. How mueh wider is the i [ ~ ' ~ T ~ . ~  ,, o II Personal Seoretary to the Prmoipal" " court in a doubl s game ~,"  - - ~  i ~.~ " , j ( '~  ~ /k"~l ~ 
than in a singles game? (a) . , [ ~':; U[ - ~ i~ [ ~ [ ] -~- '  
6 feet (b) 9 feet (c) 12 feet? "/,1001 "A'N "qJox tAa N "lS/ ~ "J ~ [ ~ 
3. An American woman pu~, ls, 3 Ig "'y'&'B'£1 Oll ~ I Yt '~  "t i ~. [I DUTIES: , ! 
who captured  e ight  edoiaAuopadmela'P~.aappe| ~ J ~ '~ ~ ~ ~--'~ ! Household Really Wimbledon crowns was (a) "JleSn PUaS'lalq°°qu!.q~eq| ~ l  ~ / .V  /,_ ~ ~ ? I I  Duties are of a general secretarial nature, arequltevarled, and wlli slmiinr to those 
Helen Wills Moody (b) Chris -ms,,, aa,j e ,o d "1JoGs aql[ ~ /4~/  )" i=' | [ / ]1 expectedofenysecretarytoaSenl0rExecutlveOfflcelnBuslnessor Industry. 
SECOND MORTGAGEF Evert (c) Althea Gibbs? jo 1usaGe!GAsp panmluoo| ~ ] [ j _ _  ) | / /  
No bonuses 4.The balls served by sqla, nsua Ola q un~ no,~ Inq| ~ ~ J[ J I ~// [ I  STARTING DATE: As soon as possible. 
NO brokerage feel top tennis pros may reach slnsmemno~ u! .~elo noAI J l  II .t~ _ __-J,,ffi~ll 
speeds of (a) 75 .m.p.h. (b) nee &lUG lOU 'YJa~ oql.JO| ~ ~ / / /  I I  ~ _ ~  "~ ~ I I  SALARY: Starting Salary $1209 per month. 
NO finder's fees 110 m.p.h. (c) gO0 m.p.h.? ~aq,,,s,,,~o..~-'l~,Olmjo~u ~o I "~ ~ ' ~/~-_2~,~ ,~|  _ 
5. The United States melees auno~ pio ~eql aq I ~ ~ ~ J "  ~ _ . e ' ~  Ill Apply with resume of qualifications and experience, and names and addresses of' 
FAST SERVICE Tennis Aasociation (a) funds 's~s.(eld~lUUal jo Slaaal/la[ ~ ~ ' I three references to: * 
C~me ~i f l  or call the nearest amateur tennis in the ~Jnited seal~eS s!UUal jo ~poq ~u~[ ~ ,L.a.t [ 
offce of Household Finance States (b) sponsors tennis .uJa~o8 laUO!lnu sqla! qa~q~| \ LPl~l E Dr. D.V. George, Principal 
I Ask for Mortgage Services workshops and clinics (c) is '(V.LSfl) UO!ln!ao"v s!uuoJ, L ...... ' ~ "  " ~li;I" i Northwest Community College 197~U ;v~ to1P  e ta  :~V n~<afe  ~ ~ responsible for the Davis sa lU lg  pal~ufi aql leq l  P " ' ' I P.O. Box 726 "'~0g Lakelse Avenue " Cup, the Federation Cup, aZ!laa~ Ion op .eld osd ~U.nlN , . . . .  , . . t .  , , . J  . . . .  L~ . . . . .  J u,~, TERRACE Wightman Cup teams and "~ pue q "n 'g '(q) '~, "(e) "~ "we imp,am was maine  your m,  ,m, . . , ,  r " -  II Terrace, B.C. 635.7207 # • " l VgG ,c2 the U.S. Open? "(q) "~ '(o) "l :SU~SNV won t even know its there. , , 
Your Individual 
fl s "'ore cope - announced last Week ttlat the issue dates of five upcoming 
Frances Drake commemorative stamps 
• have been changed. 
FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST ~, 1978 The 14-cent Mere 
What kind of day will pmsibly imagine. Emphasize d'Youville stamp henonring 
the founder of the Grey Nuns 
tomorrow be? To flnd out what your steadfastness, prac- Order will be issued on 21 
the stars say, read the ticnlity. September 1978, not 21 
forecast given for your birth SCORPIO" 
Sign. (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) n~,  August as originally an- nounced. The Honourable J.
~V I#~ Face up to oppesitlon bet do • Gilles Lamontagne, Post- 
not let it incite you to useless master General, will launch 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) a r~t  or irritability -- the stamp at the Cathedrale 
No outstandingly ira. with little accomplished Marie-Reine-du-Monde in 
pressive opportunities in- constructively.. Montreal, with His Ex- 
dlcated, yet there are hldden SAGITrARIUS K# ~_~ colleney the Right 
gems of value which you may (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Honourable Jules Leger, 
overlook if you are too hasty, Handling your own or Governor General of 
too anxious, others' affairs may bring new Canada, officiating. 
TAURUS The four 14-cent lnuit (Apr. 21 to May 21) ~ or increased problems. Be ready for changes. Don't lifestyle stamps depicting 
• modes of travel,-slated for 
Avoid cynics and make unnecessary ones issue on'2l September, will 
pessimists. Review past test yourself, but do accept others new be released on 27 Sep 
periods. They held theeame which seem desirable, tan)her. The site for the 
challenges, and more. Past CAPRICORN . , . , , ._~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V '~ 
rile HERALD, Tuesday, August 22, 1978, Pep I1 
- o . . . . . . . . .  
the AMAZING SPIDER-MAN® By Stan Lee and John Romita 
- ~  e~ IT LOOK~ ~ [ANO/~cLPEEfKIN~  rgAT P~RTICUL~ I ~'-Z'l~ I, OOKIN~ FOR]  THAT AIN't A4Y ~l 
ITHE RAIN J~D[  LIKE Z LO~T I IVEHICLE .~- - ' -v - - -~ I  L,I"IM HARP~R~.~t/~RIEF~MAN ' TRYTHEJ 
I LET UP! ~'J~l[ -~ A~£,S  P--,~J k~=m~mrah'~'. / )r'.~ MY ] p O~q'y I; . . . .  FOe u~T: .~ '  I I J~E~'~ UNCLE ~ WHAT'~ ISWEAT_I  ~ 
I I ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~  I ~ ' k - , , ~ ' ~  = ~o,H~ / , r ,  HEAR.~I~ 
CATF ISH ay aoUen = ary  e nnan procedures may be the key to stamp launch has not yet 
been chosen. 
~ .  day's action, Your ambitions in high gear The dates of issue of the 
(May 22 to Junec~es ,  Wp ," usual. But harness your the final four stamps in the 
you by. Make the best use of into worthwhile chunneis, by the changes and remain ' " pOOL ~ [ ~ :  
your talents, and be opt/mastiC AQUARIUS ~/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,~ 20 October and 15 November, ~ " . ' ;  
about the day. I t  may be (jan. 21 to Feb. 19) respectively.. TOB~9,oF~l , 'qA~-Se~.  
brighter than you realize at Accent is on your lave'life. If 
first, single, the time has come to ~ ' 
current romance. 
Be neither too gullible nor PISCES ,,~-~ , ~ ' ~  
too skeptical Several (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) ~ " ~ ~  " I 
suggestions may be offered-- Certain misl&ading in- e/,2 
some good, some otherwise, fluences call for special -- -" 
*" ° ~ ,1~11~ Ct~e* Tn~44t V tDn t ,~  t*c Be objective, impersonal in astuteness, Be on the alert for ~V~:'~ " ., , . ,
your Judgment. Some , persons who are usreliable or - '  -~  - 
misleading influence& impractical -- and avoid. 
LEO B.C. by  Johnny haxt 
(July 24 to AUg. 2 3 ) ~  YOU BORN TODAY are 
An abeve-average day in extremely vereaUle. Leo(tea ~)~r  I ~U~' ~ ]~)~b I 
certain areas; possibly trying have attained great heights in 
in others. Don't do half a Job or politics, the military, ~ j~£r .  
get only half a story. In literature and industry; also 
dlscusdons, liston to ali -- as poets, musicians and OTTAWA-TheHonourable ~ 1 '~'//~~ 
carefully, painter& You are generous, J" Gilles Lamontagne, /~/ / /~ .~ 
Postmaster General, an- ,~ / / .~ .  
VIREO l ip% almost o a fault, are always nouneed today that on 21 
Fine stellar influencesl with loved ones; sometimes, 
There's much you can attain however, use this as a "hold" Post will issue a com- memoraUve postage stamp 
now. Your delightful per- over therein order TO get your henouring Mere Marguerite 
soanlity should shine, and own way. Don'tl You have d'Youville, who founded the " 
your adaptability will help in great pride in all that you do, Sisters of Charity, called the 
unusual situations, but it sometimes becomes Grey Nuns. ®-,-'-?. . .... $' 
LIBRA (Sept. 24 to Oct. 2.1)A'lk.~'~I excessive, so be alert, since The stamp was designed 
Be alert now. A thoughtless such times -alienates others, professor with the Graphic • hut 
move could have more Blrthdate of: Samuel P. Communications Program 
repercussions thanyou could Langley, U.S. pioneer In at the University of Laval tn 
aviation; Claude Debussy, Quebec. The geoeral colonr 
French composer, scheme is blue and gold and 
the design features Mere 
.Marguerite d'Youville l. , i~~:~ :, ....... .. ,[ [ ~ :  F :~ t~'~l~lL~. ~. - ,,.~/ .. ~ . ~ . . ~  .,.,beo,m; praying while, in the. • ~ ~  ~ ' . ] ~  ~ ~ . . . : ~  Av,~.,,,,•,, ..~,,~','oT" 
~.•background, the poor 0f...:::'" ~'" ' . . . . .  ' 
,Men,, help themselves ' ! I ~  ~ l  ( ' ~ ~  ~ ~ 
The deign was inspired by ' 
an incident from Mere 
d'Youville's life when, 
during a famine in Montreal 
in 1760, food for the poor ~,~wt,~..- - , , - - -  
mysteriously appeared in 
the refectory of the Sisters of 
• Charity. DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
A total of 28,400,000 of the 
14 cent stamps will be I I ~  I i r ~ ~ ' ~ [  f f~t~t - .~ ,  ~' ,  
~'~ted by the Canadian l - - - - - -~ l ~ .~r  ~, ,Mv~l  Imprint, m- ~,~I  [f//~Y~'f" 
A Wa o Keep , , ,  
"Mere d'Youvi l le  s I~; Ot~,P/.~I~,, ~ TO. I //AI~A0~... J~AR;O/.~0TYOI I ~?O'~t~OI4kt~- FF /d .~/Z  I ' ,~m, -  , ,~ , ,~  B[ compassion was such that I. / I / I I I 
Love  In  oom ebe set about caring for ____ .  I , , . 
the wretched, the poor, the I; 11='I I I 
old and the abandoned. She l= ~ ~ l]//l ~(~Y~" ~ I~/I I ~ ~ IIl~l 
ByAblga i l  Van Buren never turned anyone away," li ,dL---[ ~ I1_~1, /~L.~Z - ~  II~l I ',~kJ/ ~ I~ l  
©1910WChlca0oT,ibune'N.V. lwllSYn~.l~c. said Mr. Lamontagne in l e ~  ~.~J~l  I ~ , ; L~,"~ i  I ~ " ~ . , ~ l  
making the anaouncem.t, limI  /  llJq .l l lJl  
"That' spirit liveStoday,among I.~M~,~,~'--~'--~=ll~l~--J/~B~PWl I1~1 I ± ~ a ~/1 I ~ ._ / I I~1 
' DEAR ABBY: Three cheers for you, Abby,' for advising her followers' and [ ~ . ~ 1  I tm~bi~;  ~ 1  
the woman who had been naving her eexy nighties instand many' troubled people I~" '~f  ~ l  I~r '~  ~ l  I~- -~ '~ ~ ~ x l  
of wearing them to hurry up andmake use of them because continue to think first of the [v~~_. .~ -- ~ l  [ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ -_ ~ l  
it was later than she thoughtl Grey Nuns when they seek ~ ~  a-7 - "~ I~_N*LL~,=~ ¢1 IT ~~~--o47 , .~- ,  '~1 
My husbavd is a pastor in the Reformed Church, and help and comfort". I [~'~-'~" .... " = I [c.-~r~--~ . . . .  = ~ ~ ~ - '~v/ - "~," - ' - "  
about 10 years ago we conducted a marriage seminar for 16 
married couples. " ~ q " ~ m g ~  ~~'~'~~. - -~" ) - . '~-~ ". ~ -~- - - - "~: - - - '~  -, -~~~. : "AkD~ ~; '~ '~,~'~, , / /~ .  "~- -~ 
When they registered, they filled out a questionnaire ~ .. , • • ,~:  ~ ~-~ . , , ,  • ~ . .  ..~\_ .:~:~:_~:_ L - ._ ..~- .:- .~:... .~.~ : ,  ... ~ ~ I~----- f ~ ~ ~ "  =. - -  ~ ,  w,,,~.. ' ' - -:.~ %. , - -~-- - - ' l  I .~ ~-v  ~ ~ " / ~ A / '  / / ~  -~ ' :~  
whichcontainodthoquestion:'q3oyou_undrsss'.mthesax.n~e I -~  ~ ~" ~ -  "=- x, ~ ' ' - ' ' I  l - .  ~-"C'~---- ' '~~- ' - '~ '~=~' ' -=  -- . ~,  ~ = " ~  . . . .  - : I  
room with your spouse-or do you undress ~ the cmse.cr. ~ - - - - -~~' -~ ' /  Some people once believed that they could make it rain by getting a black cat to swim 
Six husbands said their wives undress in me erases, out 
only four w/usa admitted to undressing in the closet; (Only Some people once believed that by putting lost teeth into a rat's nest, their new teeth across a stream. 
one A ,  band undressed intheeloset.) would develop the excellence of a rat's teeth. J I[I ,,I,I 1 Ii1[ 
Of those who undroes in the c[oset, fivocoupinsaren°w ~ ~ I l l  ~ ~ t  divorced, and one couple is eeparatad. ~ ~  ~....~,~,/' '/// ~ ~ ~ :  ,~ , s.~ . 
Ali the couples who undressed in front of eneh other are ~ ~  ~ _  ,... - ~ i ' ~ ~ ' : ' "  "~ "" " ~ [ l ~  ~'~'~ _[I~ ~ ~  
stil married happily. Doeen't this tell you something, ,~.:" ~ "%~.':": ....... ~- ....... i 
Abby? PASTOR'S WIFE ~ ~ -  ~ ~.<~.- .;.r - ~ . ~  . . . . .  _-- ":-. ~ . '~  " 
l ~ " -~"~ . ...... =--= -" "--" ' ~"T~'=' ~ ' ~ . , ,  ".'-- ~,-"I Keep a night light on in the bath or outside in the hall to keep elderly people or children 
DEAR WIFE: Yes. Where there's Hght, there's usually A sour pickle has only 10 calories, but a raw cucumber has about 16. cram slipping and falling at night. 
heat. ":' f l ¢ ~ A f l  
DEARABBY:IrecantlybQcameverymuchattractodto Marsh World 
a'gentleman who proudly admits to being 75. He'e a sharp , 
dresser add is fullof fun. I am a middle-aged woman, but ..":;',, !'~./'~" 
this man leaves me in the east when it caress to dancing, ! ;' ~ ~ ~'- '~" ~ ~" "~::~- ..... 
bowling, golf, and any other physical exercise you can ~ ~3 ~- • /.'~ , ,., 
name. " " " i : "  " 
He seems very much intersted in me. My question: At ~ ,, 
his age, do you think he's harmless-if you know what I % I F ,!~ ,, 
mean? .: SOPHIE - ~  I~  • '" ' ' ' 
DEAR SOPHIE: H you mean what I Mlak you mean, • ~ ' B ~ ~:fl~ 
"h,mless" mu won't be able to do yon anY good' Bnt __~ ~ b~.~ .Seed capsule ~ ~ ~ '  
whether he can do you any good without doing you any 
harmwflldependonpaurcaadition, re )ing rootstock 
DEAR ABBY: My mother has attempted toshelter me BLUETS (Houstonla cserole•) ere tiny plants closely 
from danger and disappointment all my life, I era30 now, resembling wild forget.me.nots, but bloets have . ' ...... 
, ~,..7,~..~,.._~ ~'--~..,~ • am still her "baby." . I  She worries about me constantly, Example: I don't get clusters, they range in height from 8 to 30 ~ -~.'~.P" . . . .  
home from my job until 9,p.m., so she keeps after me to centimeters. The leaves are narrow 'end alternate, ~i'::~;: 
8ave up my job so I wont have to drive at night, except st the base where they ere longer end en- oon't pl~y wltl1~l~ghte~ thars left laying around, 
If my mother knows that my husband w,I not be home circle the plant. Flowers ere two or three cent(- you may tic, .~r=,OUlly hurl und Ihe house burnt o the ground 
.when I return from work, she drives over and wnlte for me meters across end ere white, faintly tipped with . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
to be sure Itl get in the door safely, pale bluish.mauve; the centers are yellow. Bluets 
Abby, ram well aware of the :Yisks"of .ll .v~, and I.feel grow in damp grassy areas such as shallow borders t~Oy yOU 
perfectly competent to cope with them, our, my morner of prairie ponds, marshes and meadows. ~[~ 
driveeme©r~,.ywithheroverprotectlvenees, f :~  /~ saw i t  in  
I don't want TO be told constantly what to do and what ,~m~.~, . ,~-  q~z 
not to do. She-always ends me cuppings from your |~  
column. Please print thie with your answer sex can clip it Ducks Uniimited (Canad-a') t he H e raid ,,, gram we ~hould have t r i .  iS'on the rat, f t , . "  
and send It to HERS ~le0 Waverley St., Winnipeg, Man. R3T 2E2 (~2S4.7S  
GROWN UP IN TAHOE 
• [ ]  
e 
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Everybody's hustling something 
TORONTO (CP) --  The co- business i to help the kids . . question of juveniles is a having contact with 
ordisator of the Downtown . with information, referral, difficult one. children's aid socities and 
Youth Centre, opened two 
weeks ago, says it is too 
early to analyse and 
generalize about the Yonge 
Streetstripbut 
"everybody 's  hustl ing 
something." 
Yves Saint Pierre, 33, has 
spent 11 years on the streets 
with teen.agers in Montreal 
and Victoria nd now he is on 
Yonge Street,.  where a 
special committee of 
Met ropo l i tan  Toronto 
council found young people 
attracted tothe strip became 
easy victims of prostitution 
and drugs. 
A month ago, following the 
committee's report, council 
approved the centre as a 
pilot project with a grant of 
up to $50,000 for the first six 
months of operation. 
Saint Pierre said in an 
interview that "we're not a 
droi-in centre." 
On Yonge Street, "every- 
body's here to take care of 
business," he said. 
"Everybody 's  hustling 
something," 
"Me, too, But I'm not com- 
peting like the others. My 
advice." 
HELPS WITH BASICS 
The sparsely-furnished 
centre offers the services of 
five trained and experienced 
youth workers, including 
Saint Pierre, and they 
provide youths with a list of 
basicP--where to find the 
nearest  laundromats ,  
showers, hesteis, contacts 
for job-hunting, a mailing 
address for forwarding extra 
savings from home. 
The workers already have 
been in touch ~lth up to 25 
youths in a shift, meeting 
them at the bus depot, sitting 
with them in Yonge Street 
hang-outs and playing 
electronic games next to 
them in pinball parlors. 
"1 play pinball beside 
them," worker Shelly Mc- 
Carthy said. 
"They ask me about my 
game. I tell them about the 
centre. They're curious." 
Some, the ones under 16 
years of age, are more than 
curious-- they are cautious 
because of their runaway 
status. 
Saint Pierre said the 
"It's still the responsiblity the centre tries to ease their 
of children's aid societies to fears, 
look after these kids," he Junior Ward, 17, of Bud- 
said. bury, Ont., said he found no 
SAYS YOUTHS WORRY decent place to stay until he 
Saint Pierre said juveniles learned of hostels through 
ofteJL~re worried about the centre. 
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